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Bristol Beer Festival

T

he twentieth annual CAMRA Bristol Beer Festival will run from Thursday 23rd to Saturday
25th March 2017 at Brunel’s Old Station, Temple Meads, Bristol. There will be a carefully
chosen selection of around 140 different real ales on sale over the course of the festival as
well as a good range of cider and perry. There will also be a variety of food available at all sessions.
The Thursday evening session proved very popular at the
2016 Bristol Beer Festival and so for 2017 we are going
Time
Date
Session
to open a bit earlier at 6:30pm, the same as for the Friday
and Saturday evenings.
Evening
6.30pm - 11pm
Thursday 23 March
On Sunday 5th February tickets will go on sale to
CAMRA members at the COMMERCIAL ROOMS in
Lunchtime 11.30am - 4pm
Friday 24 March
Corn Street, Bristol from 12 noon until 2pm. Please bring
the correct cash to the ticket sales sessions as we will not
Evening
6.30pm - 11pm
Friday 24 March
be able to accept cheques or credit cards. Tickets will
only be sold to card-carrying CAMRA members at this
Lunchtime 11.30am - 4pm
Saturday 25 March
session. Anyone who signs up to join CAMRA on Sunday
5th February will also be able to purchase festival tickets.
Evening
6.30pm - 11pm
Saturday 25 March
The purchasing limits that apply for each valid CAMRA
membership card presented are as follows:
For the Friday lunchtime, Friday evening and Saturday lunchtime sessions a maximum of any four tickets
in total may be purchased (for example you could purchase four tickets for Friday lunchtime OR two tickets for
Friday evening and two tickets for Saturday lunchtime). There is no limit on the number of tickets that may be
purchased for the Thursday evening and Saturday evening sessions.
A simultaneous CAMRA member ticket sale will take place with the same
rules at OFF THE RAILS at Weston-super-Mare railway station on Sunday 5th
February.
From Tuesday 7th February the remaining tickets will then be available
to everyone to purchase ONLINE and the details of this will appear at www.
camrabristol.org.uk.
If there are tickets remaining by Wednesday 22nd February then some will
be put on sale at the SEVEN STARS in Thomas Lane, Bristol.
All ticket prices include £4 worth of beer festival tokens, which customers
will receive on entry enabling them to go straight to the bar. Also included are a
festival programme and a commemorative half-pint glass, marked for third-pint
and half-pint measures.
We strongly advise keeping an eye on our website at www.camrabristol.
org.uk as this will feature further beer festival information including updates
about ticket availability (including online sales) and the beer and cider lists as
they become available.

Cost

£10 (incl £4 of tokens)
£10 (incl £4 of tokens)
£10 (incl £4 of tokens)
£10 (incl £4 of tokens)
£9 (incl £4 of tokens)

REAL CIDER

SOLD HERE

Richard Brooks

Views expressed in Pints West are those of the individual
authors and not necessarily supported by CAMRA.
Inclusion of an advertisement does not imply endorsement by CAMRA.
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DARK COPPER ALE

5.0%

OLD ENGLISH &
FULL BODIED

WITH A SPICY HOP AROMA
& LONG BITTER FINISH

CAMRA Champion Beer of Britain Gold Medal WINNER 2011
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News from Bath Ales – and Beerd

G

ood news for the 2017 Bristol Beer Festival: Bath Ales and St
Austell have agreed to loan their stillage for the festival once
again. Bristol & District CAMRA appreciates the continuing
support from Bath Ales and now St Austell (which bought Bath Ales
recently). If this was not the case, organisation of the festival would be a
lot more complicated, and the profit fed back into central CAMRA from
the festival would be much reduced. And, as a bonus, this year Bath Ales
will also be sponsoring the volunteers’ tee shirts.
What may have slipped by unnoticed by some of you, is that Gem
was one of the beers being judged for ‘best in category’ at this year’s
Great British Beer Festival. Although Gem did not win, it has been
judged by CAMRA as one of the ten Best Bitters of 2016.
Now the winter months are upon us it is time for the multi-awardwinning seasonal, Festivity, to make its appearance. This winter warmer,
brewed using floor-malted Maris Otter barley and roasted chocolate
malt, together with Challenger and Bramling Cross hops from Kent, also
contains wheat and barley malt, to give it its unique signature. With hints
of rum mingling with coffee and vanilla flavours, Festivity is a prime
example of an old-style seasonal porter.
Falling in line with the philosophy of parent company St Austell,
Bath Ales has made a few changes to its outlets. Three of the pubs are
changing from managed to tenanted pubs. These are the Hop Pole and the
Salamander in Bath, and the Swan in Swineford. These pubs will be run
by two former Bath Ales pub managers, James Prangell and James King,
who have joined forces to form the Prangell and King Pub Co Ltd.
James Prangell currently manages the Hollybush, located a short
distance from the Bath Ales brewery, and James King has recently moved
on from a position as general manager at the Railway in Sandford.
James Prangell, said: “When we heard Bath Ales were looking for
tenants for the Swan, the Hop Pole and the Salamander, we jumped
at the opportunity to take them on. Having previously been general
manager at the Swan, and James at the Wellington and the Salamander,
we understand what the customers want and we are more than capable of
delivering it to them. These are wonderful pubs and our customers can
expect the same great level of service with top quality food and drink.”
The Graze Bar & Chophouse in Cirencester also changed to tenancy,
and will be run by Alex Duck, Jamie Pike and James Dorman. All new
tenants have committed to keeping the ‘Loyal Hare Force’ scheme
operating as before, until 31st January 2017. From that date on, cards will
no longer be valid in those pubs.
Bath Ales’ view of these changes is as follows. “When a pub changes
over to a tenancy, it means that the pubs are owned by us, and rented to
independent entrepreneurs who run the pubs as their own business under
the umbrella brand of Bath Ales. They are still Bath Ales pubs and we are
proud of and involved in every pub. We offer support, help and guidance
to ensure they maximise the opportunity they have, and encourage them
to be creative and ensure the pubs are the best they can be.”
Bath Ales has renewed its partnership with Bath Rugby for another
two years. The extended agreement includes naming rights to the
refurbished West Stand at the Recreation Ground, now known as the Gem
Stand, which has been refurbished with around 1,000 seats added. And if
you happen to be visiting the Bath Christmas Market, Bath Ales will be
at the Lodge on Stall Street serving festive food and drink. They will also
have a chalet in the heart of the market selling Christmas gifts for beer
lovers.
The Hare Foundation, a charitable institution set up by Bath
Ales, was able to make a donation of £3,800 in October to the Children’s
Hospice South West at Charlton Farm. This was possible thanks to the
support of generous Bath Ales customers. The hospice helps and supports
children and their families who are living with life-limiting, or lifethreatening, conditions which mean that they will not reach adulthood.
This hospice is the only organisation in the South West to provide vital
hospice care to these families.
Also thanks to the support of Bath Ales customers, representatives
of the Hare Foundation were able to make another donation of £3,800,
this time to the Grand Appeal in aid of Bristol’s Children’s Hospital in
Upper Maudlin Street. The Children’s Hospital is one of the UK’s leading
children’s hospitals treating patients from across the South West, South
Wales and beyond. It covers the largest catchment area of any children’s
hospital in England, treating more than 100,000 children each year. The
Grand Appeal funds state-of-the-art medical equipment, patient facilities,
arts, music and play therapy and much-needed family accommodation at
the Children’s Hospital, helping to provide the very best care possible to
critically-ill children and babies from across the South West, and further
afield.
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Representatives from Bath Ales’ Hare Foundation present a
cheque for £3,800 to The Childrens Hospice South West

News from Beerd

The Beerd brewers have been flat out keeping up with orders from
home (think of all those St Austell pubs) and abroad, but have succeeded
in getting the Christmas specials out on time. No mean feat as they are
individually hand bottled and topped with a wax seal.
Alter Ego is an imperial stout aged for six months in 15-year-old
oak brandy barrels, coming in at 10.4% ABV, with a “massive raisin,
vanilla and chocolate” flavour. Sulis is another imperial stout, this time
aged in 12-year-old Islay No. 3 single malt whisky barrels. At 10.9%
ABV, Sulis has “smoked peat and whisky fruit” flavours.
A bottle of one or two of these with your Christmas dinner would no
doubt ensure an enjoyable post-prandial snooze, perfect for the bahhumbug individuals amongst us!

Roy Sanders

Enjoy over 300 Norfolk
and other UK real ales,
ciders, perries and
international

beers all hosted in a

14th Century

experience
extensive
collection of quality
real ales or explore our
fringe festival

Come and

our

at the selected
City Centre pubs

Grade I listed building

WINTER ALES

Festival

21st - 25th february 2017

Tuesday 21st CAMRA Members Preview 5:30pm - 10:30pm

Wednesday 22nd to Saturday 25th Noon - 10:30pm
The Halls, St Andrews Plain, Norwich NR3 1AU
Find out more: www.nwaf.org.uk

@WinterAlesFest

Winteralesfestival
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Moor have it in the can

C

AMRA has given its first ever accreditation for real ale to a
canned beer – from Moor Beer Company in Bristol. Tests
were carried out on the ‘micro-canned’ beer from Moor Beer
at the recent Great British Beer Festival and the conclusion was that
the beer qualified as real ale. CAMRA’s quality control laboratory at
the Great British Beer Festival reported that the beer in Moor Beer
cans still contained live yeast, and further test results showed that any
carbonation was created by natural secondary fermentation. It makes
Moor Beer the first brewery in the world to be granted the ‘CAMRA
says this is real ale’ logo to use on a canned beer.
National chairman of CAMRA, Colin Valentine, said: “There
have been a lot of developments in the brewing industry and CAMRA
has been working hard to make sure that we understand them and
how they fit with our real ale definition. I’m delighted that we’ve been
able to show that ‘micro-canned’ beer under the right circumstances
can qualify as real ale, which means that more drinkers can get access
to what we believe is the pinnacle of brewing skill – live beer which
continues to ferment and develop in whichever container it’s served
from. We carried out similar tests on key-cask beers several years ago
and accepted those as real ale and we’re hopeful brewers will continue
to innovate and find ways of making real ale as accessible to drinkers
as possible through these sorts of developments. We look forward to
granting the accreditation to many more breweries producing canned
beers in similar ways to Justin at Moor.”
Justin Hawke from Moor Beer said: “I moved to England because of
my love for real ale, so when I made the decision to can our beer there
was only one way we were going to do it – fully can-conditioned with
live yeast. We invested very heavily in our canning line and process
control to get it right, taking a huge risk being the first to go down this
path. Cans had a horrible reputation, but actually it is the best package
type for portability because it blocks all light and oxygen from getting
in and ruining the beer. It is also a much more environmentally friendly
container, being lighter in weight, more recyclable, and safer than glass.
We worked really hard with our designer Ben King from Ich Bin Ben
to make the outside of the can as awesome as the beer inside. The beer
itself is amazing, and getting CAMRA’s recognition give us a huge
sense of achievement.”
The Bristol & District branch held a celebratory event at the brewery
on Sunday 16th October and presented the Moor Beer Company with a
certificate to commemorate their achievement. Several Moor cask ales
and a wide range of ‘real ale in a can’ were on sale and those present
gave very favourable reports on tasting the canned versions.

Moor’s Darran McLaughlin receives the certificate from Richard
Brooks, supported by branch members

And so on to the beer news. Butcombe’s
popular Yuletide beer, Christmas Steps at
4.2%, will have made its usual appearance by
the time Pints West hits the streets (and pubs). It
is described as “a deep red hued ale with a real
depth of flavour that is rich at first, giving way to
dry roast tastes with a balanced bitterness.” The
colour is achieved with the use of CaraRed and
Melanoidin malt and much of the flavour comes
from two English hops, Bramling Cross and WGV
(Whitbread Golding Variety). This year it could
also be going under the alternative name of Chris
Moose (say it fast) in some outlets.
There have been rumours that the recipe for
Butcombe Bitter might be changing; it would
surely be crazy for a brewery to change the taste
of the best-selling ale, would it not? This could be
only a rumour but meanwhile the local CAMRA
Tasting Panel is at the ready to comment should
any significant changes happen.
January will see the return of Moxee IPA,
so named as the beer showcases hops grown in
Washington State’s fabled hop-growing area, the
Moxee Valley. The beer is light gold in colour
and is described as having tropical fruit and citrus
notes with a balanced amount of hop bitterness
without being over bitter. This balanced, hoppy
IPA was a big favourite among drinkers on its
debut in the winter of 2014/15 and Butcombe
hopes it will be enjoyed even more this time
around with all the brews now under the control of
head brewer Colin Paige, whose previous brewing
jobs take in London, the South West, Australia and
New Zealand.
For the Butcombe drinker that has everything
but still needs a Christmas present, the brewery
shop in Wrington is open for clothing, mugs,
cookbooks, books of walks between pubs, and
now a new line, a mixed gift case of pickles.
Don’t forget that for that Christmas party, beer
firkins (72-pint boxes) or polypins (36-pint boxes)
are available (collection only). The brewery shop
is opening daily until 5pm and open until 12 noon
on Saturdays, or just buy online 24 hours a day.

From rural landscapes with top
quality dining and individual style,
to live music venues with good old
fashioned boozers in between,
our range of pubs are just the
ticket to your perfect outing.
Nestled amongst the Somerset
countryside, paving the bustling
streets of Bristol and Bath,
glistening along the waterfront.
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renovation of the Mill at Rode, a waterfront restaurant pub in a Victorian
mill located five miles south of Bradford on Avon, which had a large
renovation investment courtesy of the Channel Islands-based Liberation
Group. Butcombe now states that they have a growth plan that may see
up to 20 pubs a year joining the Butcombe family over the next few
years.
Most of the Butcombe pubs are out in the countryside but there are
still some in Bristol. Probably the liveliest of all the Butcombe pubs
is the Bell, tucked away in the “The Peoples’
Republic of Stokes Croft” area of Bristol. Open
until 1am Friday and Saturday, there is often a DJ
spinning retro vinyl. But if that’s too boisterous
for you, the Cottage on Baltic Wharf near the ss
Great Britain offers more peaceful and salubrious
surroundings.

Wherever you want your visit
to the pub to take you, we’ve
got the venue to fit your bill.

More from Moor
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sually at this time of the year we’d be telling all our readers
about how good the annual Butcombe brewery open day was
and how lucky we were with the weather; but this year it was
different – there was a “rest year” with no open day! Instead Butcombe
was believed to be at the Clevedon Tides Festival on the 23rd to 25th
September sponsoring the main stage and helping raise money for the
Marlens charity to help revitalise the Clevedon Marine Lake. We can
live in hope that the traditional brewery open day will return next year.
There’s always some speculation and excitement about Butcombe’s
pubs – this time last year, the loss of the Colston Yard from the
Butcombe pub estate was in the news and there was a worry about
others potentially being let go, but now that all seems to be changing.
In the last issue of Pints West we reported that the Pelican Inn at
Chew Magna would be joining the other Butcombe pubs, and that the
Charlton Inn at Shepton Mallet, a traditional alehouse with a large
garden, had joined Butcombe as a “partner pub”. There was also the

BREWERY

Richard Brooks
(photos, top to bottom, by Phil Cummings,
Tony Durbin and Richard Brooks)

he big news at Moor Beer, as mentioned above, has been the
recognition by CAMRA that Moor’s cans are genuine real ale –
tremendous news and a big filip for owner Justin Hawke and all
at Moor Beer.
But this is by no means all which is occurring at the brewery and
tap room down at Days Road. New and innovative beers continue to
appear on a regular basis. A particularly interesting recent new brew
is Hypercaffium, a 6% pale ale brewed with cascara – the dried berry
skins (“cherries”) of the coffee plant, helpfully supplied by Clifton
Coffee, who also collaborate with Moor to make the delicious Dark
Alliance coffee stout. Considerable pains were taken to ensure the
cascara flavour is not too fleeting or overpowering. This is the first time
cascara has been used in a pale, as opposed to a dark beer. It’s also
packed with caffeine so won’t send you to sleep! Hypercaffium is named
after a celebrated Los Angeles punk band who have recently released
their first new album for many years, which is also called Hypercaffium.
Talking to Justin about his new beers is always an education!
Envy, the 4% green hop pale ale, and JJJ, the 9% IPA are available
now – it’s the first brew of this mighty full bodied beer for four years.
The new batch of Fusion, the 8% barrel-aged old ale, should be
available in bottles for Christmas. A couple of colaboration beers are
also available for a limited time from November – Last Minute is a
7.1% spiced porter brewed in conjunction with Lambrate of Milan. And

News from Butcombe Brewery
U

We’ve got 19 pubs across
Somerset, Bristol, Bath,
Cheltenham and we’d love to see
you for a drink!

Opportunity for a tour of the brewery
there is Dark Knight, a 5.1% dark wheat beer brewed with St Austell
and Bath Ales.
Still to come to celebrate the next release in the Star Wars saga is the
reappearance of the popular 7% beers, Guardian of Peace and Agent of
Evil. And these these will be joined by Imperial Entanglement, a new
9.7% Imperial Red Ale! All these beers should be available at the Moor
tap, in either bottles, cans or on key-keg dispense.
Further news on Moor Beer and events at the tap are to be found on
the usual social media platforms.
And the new year will see the 10th anniversary of Justin taking
over what was a small brewery in sleepy rural Somerset! Look out for
celebratory events in 2017.

For more information on our pubs
and their location, head to:
W W W. B U T C O M B E . C O M

Nigel Morris

Phil Cummings
Butcombe ad.indd 2

17/06/2016 11:49
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A micropub for Brislington?
L

iving near Brislington, I’ve been used to the area being something
of a backwater in terms of pubs and beer – with the notable
exception of the Kings Arms in Hollywood Road.
So, it was with much delight that I read a plea which popped up on
my Facebook page recently. It began: “Hello everyone, I am currently
in the process of setting up a micropub here in my lovely home town of
Brislington.” Exciting times!
To be named the Cat & Bear, the site for the proposed micropub is in
a rank of shops on Sandy Park Road. If successful, this will be Bristol’s
third micropub, following on from the Drapers Arms on Gloucester
Road and Chums on Chandos Road in Redland.
For those not familiar with the concept of micropubs, they are
small free houses, often set up in disused shop premises, and serve a
range of real ales, ciders and soft drinks, often from local producers.
No lagers or spirits are usually stocked (though with some exceptions),
and there is no music or gaming machines – they’re all about good beer
and conversation. There are now over two hundred and fifty spread
throughout the country, but they had been slow to arrive in Bristol.
There has been a lot of support and positive comments on the
planning application from locals (though inevitably some objections
too). The plan is that most cask ales will be from the many local
breweries in the South West, keeping it as local and independent
as possible. There will be art by local artists on display that can be
purchased.
Landlady Lauren Tansey lives locally. She was inspired to open
a micropub after visiting one in Kent, where they originated. She
comments: “After researching micropubs and what they bring to the
area, I knew Brislington could do with a new place to socialise. After
many years working in retail and hospitality, along with working with
people from all walks of life within community theatre, I knew opening
my own pub would suit me down to the ground. I have a fondness of
real ale and how it brings people together.”
She adds: “Micropubs are great for the local community as they
(generally) have shorter opening hours, no electronic entertainment or

King of Ales
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BRISTOL

Seymour Road, Bishopston, Bristol
Tel: 0117 9427525

A Real Ale Pub

6 real ales – including 1 guest ale.
Large conservatory with disabled facilities.
Enclosed garden, open throughout the year.
Lunchtime and evening menu – including		
children’s menu.
 Handmade, stone-baked, build-your-own pizzas		
served 4pm - 10.45pm. £6.95 each or 2 for £12.
Sunday night to Thursday 2 for £10.
 All TV sports events covered.
 30p off a pint of real ale for over 60’s 			
and CAMRA members





Quiz night every Monday with rollover jackpot.
You can also enjoy various promotions and
special offers throughout the year.
Open: 11.30am - 3pm then 5pm - 11pm
All day Saturday, Sunday and bank holidays

“one of the cheapest places in the city to enjoy
a beer, particularly when the pub always has
a choice of four high quality real ales on draught.”
BRISTOL POST, PUB OF THE WEEK, JAN 2015

OPENING TIMES: MON-SAT FROM 12PM. SUN FROM 2PM.
FOOD served 12-3pm mon-fri - SUN pies from 2pm
passage street, Bristol BS2 0JF

bridgeinnbristol.co.uk
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amplified music, and (hopefully) no mobile phones, which creates the
best atmosphere for conversation and community spirit. The Cat & Bear
is named after my gorgeous cats and our very own dog Dylan Bear. It
also references the Bristol bear pit. The micropub will be opened in my
nan’s memory; she was an amazing woman and was a big inspiration for
me. Her family were once publicans and brewers, so it is good to keep it
in the family.”
The Cat & Bear is currently going through the planning application
to change the use from A1 to A4, so hopefully it will be open late
January if all goes well – at 83 Sandy Park Road, Brislington, Bristol
BS4 3PG.

Phil Cummings

Micropubs – where will the next one open?

Enjoy a warm welcome
and a pleasant atmosphere

The Annexe Inn

Lauren Tansey outside what could become
Brislington’s first micropub, the Cat & Bear

Friendly advice is available!

W

ith hopes of a third micropub opening in Bristol soon (subject
to planning permission) in the shape of the Cat & Bear in
Sandy Park Road, Brislington, this begs the question – where
will the next one open?
It is only a year since the Drapers Arms opened on the Gloucester
Road in Horfield, followed soon after by Chums in Chandos Road,
Redland. Both of these pubs appear to be doing very well and are great
additions to the Bristol pub and real ale scene. So, if the Cat & Bear is
successful in opening, that would be three new micropubs opened in
Bristol within about a year.
This reflects the growing trend for this type of pub – one that is
typically small (no surprise there), free of music and other forms of
electronic entertainment, with an emphasis on real ale and possibly
ciders from independent producers, and usually – but not always – no
keg beers, spirits or shots.
Both Mark Farrell from Chums and Garvan Hickey from the
Drapers Arms have volunteered to talk to anyone about their experiences
in opening a micropub. Given that both have gone through the process
so recently, this should give a good insight into what’s involved. So
regarding issues such as planning, finance, licensing, fitting out the pub,
etc, you know where to go for informal advice!
The micropub association’s website (micropubassociation.co.uk)
indicates that they are now aware of almost 300 micropubs across the
country. This has increased rapidly in the last couple of years, bucking
the trend for pub closures. With a city the size of Bristol with so much
beer culture, I think we could do with a few more!

Pete Bridle

Chums
MicroPub

22 Chandos Road, Redland
Bristol BS6 6PF

plus
including
BEERbar& snacks
CIDER FESTIVAL
baps and cockles

23-25 SEPTEMBER

Opening Times
Monday to Thursday
4pm-10.30pm
Friday-Saturday
12noon-11pm
Sunday
12noon-10pm

(Last drinks served 30 minutes
before closing)

P.S. Although micropubs are often conversions from other retail use
(both the Drapers Arms and Chums were shops), it would be great if
the King Charles off Stokes Croft could be reopened. I am sure that it is
small enough to qualify as a micropub. This is just a wish on my part as
the pub has been closed for many years.
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Dawkins brewery news

25 YEARS OLD
and looking better than ever

Advertise in Pints West

10,000 copies printed quarterly and distributed to
hundreds of pubs throughout the region
Also available to read on-line at

www.bristolcamra.org.uk

Contact Steve Plumridge Steve.Plumridge.PintsWest@gmail.com

D a rtmo or ’s Fi n e s t
The UK’s highest brewery
at 1,465ft above sea level,
Dartmoor Brewery creates
handcrafted cask conditioned
real ales with authentic
Dartmoor character from its
heartland in Princetown.

Dartmoor Brewery Ltd,
Station Road,
Princetown, Devon
PL20 6QX
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Telephone: 01822 890789
Fax: 01822 890798
www.dartmoorbrewery.co.uk

H

ave you ever tried phoning up a pub to ask whether a particular
beer will be available that evening? It turns out that it’s not
only possible, but in this particular case, well worthwhile. The
elusive beer in question was Dawkins’ green hopped ale launched at
the start of October. Made not just with freshly picked ‘green’ hops, but
ones that were locally grown. This was the first year of the project and
produced a marvellous fresh and fruity 4.3% ABV unfined golden beer.
The hop rhizomes, from which the vines were grown, had been obtained
back in March and were planted by a variety of keen local volunteers
who carefully nursed their plants for six months to provide this vital
ingredient. Given that many of the hops were grown in Easton, where
it was also brewed, the beer was appropriately named Easton Promise.
If you’re lucky, you might find some in bottles still available, but all the
casks are now sadly finished. The final one of this year’s vintage to be
tapped was at the brewery event in mid-October, where it was one of 10
cask ales available. Having appreciated so much my first pint of the beer
(having tracked it down) at Dawkins’ Hillgrove Porter Stores, this event
seemed an excellent opportunity to sample some more, and also allowed
me to quiz the assistant brewer about why they hadn’t made more. Hop
vines mature over several years, he explained, and the harvest in the first
year in particular is always expected to be very small. So that’s great
news for the future – there should be a lot more hops for next year’s
brew, and even more for the ones after that.
Another very fruity golden beer on offer was the 4.4% ABV FrieseGreene, in collaboration with the local movie organisation ‘South West
Silents’. It’s named after a Bristol-born inventor who was a pioneering
experimenter in moving pictures in the late 19th century and acclaimed
as one of the founding fathers of British cinema. The beer was launched

on his 161st birthday – hopefully he would have appreciated the
thought.
Despite offering 10 cask ales however, the brewery event was
really to help launch the new range of Dawkins beers now available
in ‘Ecokegs’. They even had a special beer-bus there to sell them – an
old Leyland single-decker now converted into ‘Hop On The Beer Bus’,
a mobile bar. There are four Dawkins beers initially available in this
form, the 3.9% ABV Bristol Blonde, the citrusy blonde 4.6% ABV El
Dorado, the 5.1% ABV Resolution IPA, and finally the aforementioned
Friese-Greene. Dawkins believes that these unfined hoppy golden and
blonde styles are the most suitable for this method of supplying beer.
This was a technology vigorously debated, and tested, by CAMRA a
few years ago, and has since been officially acknowledged as real ale.
Unfiltered unpasteurised beer (exactly the same liquid that is placed
inside casks) is put inside a membrane bag in the keg, where it naturally
conditions itself. It is served without adding any excess gas to it,
just like real ale in a cask. Glen Dawkins was on hand to explain the
rationale behind this expansion. Because this is packaged in a recyclable
but one-use container, it allows the beer to be purchased by outlets far
away that Dawkins would not normally ship to because of the difficulty
and cost involved in getting casks to be returned to the brewery. There
are other breweries in Bristol already using this method to export
overseas for instance. In addition a number of restaurants are interested
in it, as once tapped the beer will stay fresh for longer than it would in
a cask. Sounds like a good idea. Now if I could just persuade my local
curry house to sell El Dorado on tap, I feel I might be on my way to
finding that fabled city of gold.

Bob Gibson

Brewhouse & Kitchen
Meet the new brewer

T

here’s been lots going on at the Brewhouse & Kitchen on
Cotham Hill (near Clifton Down) in the last few months, with the
announcement of its inclusion in the Good Beer Guide 2017 an
undoubted highlight.
With Pete Edmonds, former manager, having headed up Blackboy
Hill to the Westbury Park Tavern, and former head brewer, Mark
Wainwright, having moved to the Dorset countryside to brew for 8 Arch,
the Brewhouse & Kitchen beer reins have been handed over to Will
Bradshaw, who became head brewer over the summer.
Will started brewing regularly while at university in Bath, although
he readily admits that his monthly hobby brews were of a variable
standard. Luckily for him, the only bug that he picked up from these
beers was to get more involved in brewing, which he did by helping out
Brew By Numbers and London Brewing Company while working in
the financial services industry in the capital after finishing university. In
2015, Will gave up his career in finance to become sales manager and
assistant brewer at Gloucester Brewery, remaining there until earlier this
year.
When the opening for a head brewer at B&K arose, the opportunity
for the autonomy of managing all aspects of running a small brewery
was too good for Will to resist, with the attractions including recipe
creation, stock management, production, sales, and quality control, to
name just a few.
Brewing in the same venue that serves his beers allows Will the
opportunity to ensure a high level of cellar management to enable the
beers to be served in prime condition. Another highlight of the role for
Will is the interaction with B&K’s customers, which he feels is great for
feedback and understanding of his customers’ preferences.
Will considers himself especially lucky to be brewing as part of
Bristol’s thriving beer scene, recognising that the city is blessed to
have so many brewers, freehouses and beer lines compared to many
other parts of the country. In his opinion, beer quality and diversity
are Bristol’s biggest attributes, allowing brewers the freedom and
fearlessness to experiment.
While Papa Darth, which was awarded runner-up LocAle of the
CAMRA Bristol Beer Festival 2016, has kept the same recipe that Mark,
his predecessor, created, Will has refreshed the brews of the other B&K
ales to varying degrees, slightly tweaking Hornigold and Teardrop,

but using fresh recipes for Yankee Cabot and Crockers. By doing this,
Will has attempted to put his individual stamp on the beers in order to
improve them, although he’s more than happy to let the customers try
them to make their own decision.
As well as the existing beers listed above, Will launched three
new brews at B&K’s recent, popular beer festival, all of which will be
available on the bar in the next few months. These were Tasman Ditch,
a 4.5% pale dominated by Australian and New Zealand hops; Ameryck,
a 4.6% American red; and Treason, a 5.5% chocolate milk stout with
lots of lactose and cacao nibs, which was most people’s favourite beer of
the festival.
Looking ahead, Will will be working hard on maintaining quality
and ensuring that B&K’s core beers are of a consistently-high condition
at all times. We can also expect to find new seasonal beers popping up
every month, on both cask and keg. In addition, more of B&K’s beers
are likely to be seen around Bristol, adding to their current, regular
stockists Kongs of King Street and the White Rabbit on Gordon Road,
Clifton.
Although Pete and Mark are definitely a hard act to follow, signs
are very promising that Will Bradshaw will be able to build on their
good foundations and help Brewhouse & Kitchen go from strength to
strength.

Stephen Edmonds
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Shine on Dawkins Taverns

I

n 2002, Glen Dawkins took on the lease on his first pub, the Miner’s
Arms in St Werburghs. He had a view of what a Bristol pub should
be, and relished the chance to make a go of it. Now, 14 years later,
the Miner’s is one part of a quintuplet of pubs, and sits alongside the
Dawkins Brewery as ongoing proof that Glen must be doing something
right.
I agree to visit Glen on a cold crisp autumn morning at his Easton
brewery site. Just round the corner from Arbor Ales, the Dawkins
Brewery is hidden behind a pretty nondescript door in a pretty
nondescript building on a tiny industrial estate. Inside, however, it’s
really rather bright and spacious and Glen greets me warmly, furnishing
me with coffee as I’m driving.
The five pubs are the Miner’s Arms in St Werburghs, the Hillgrove
Porter Stores and the Green Man, both in Kingsdown, and the Victoria
and the Portcullis in Clifton.
All five are leased from pub companies; all except the Miner’s fully
free-of-tie. A recent change has been the move of the Portcullis, Victoria
and Green Man from managed to tenanted. They remain as Dawkins
pubs but the landlords now operate them as their own businesses,
continuing to serve Dawkins as well as guest beers. Glen sees this as
a natural progression as the pubs have always been given considerable
operational independence.
So one of my first questions is to ask what, if anything, the pubs
have in common. The answer, emphatically, is ‘community’. Each of the
pubs is in an area where there are, as pub-folk are wont to say, lots of
chimneys. With only one exception, the pubs are not on a thoroughfare
to anywhere, and unlucky to attract casual or accidental trade.
So the sense of community, of serving the people who live nearby,
is absolutely key. Your locals are a pub’s life blood, who if treated right
will support you through economic downturns, fads in the industry, and
all the vagaries of the pub trade.
The pubs are all leased, some managed and some tenanted, but
all restricted to a greater or lesser extent by the stipulations of the
freeholder. I ask Glen which of the pub companies he deals with are the
most awkward to deal with, but he is too classy to name names.
Another thing the pubs have in common, purely by coincidence,
is a shared provenance. All five, we reckon, were originally part of the
Georges Brewery estate, and all were later Ushers pubs, bearing that
distinct red and white logo and offering the once ubiquitous Ushers
Founders through the eighties.
These days the pubs remain ‘wet-led’, but all offer a wider range
of beers than ever before, and always a mix of Dawkins own brews
and interesting and unusual guests. Glen has also started brewing ‘craft
keg’ beer which, in his case, is brewed as a real ale but then shipped in
containers where secondary fermentation takes place. So more like ‘real
ale in a keg’ than pure keg beer. Glen sees real ale sales continuing their
recent revival (albeit from a very low base nationally), and is confident
the pubs will continue to do well.
And so to the pubs themselves...

Good cheer from
New Bristol
Brewery

The Victoria
2 Southleigh Road, Clifton, BS8 2BH

Climbing Centre, this is a compact two-bar pub (plus a pool room at
the back and a function room upstairs). It doesn’t open till 4pm during
the week and 2pm at weekends, but there are consistently six real ales
on tap, with a fairly even split between Dawkins own brews and guest
beers. Children and dogs are welcome, the latter on a lead, and a nice
roast is on offer on a Sunday afternoon.

The Green Man
21 Alfred Place, Kingsdown, BS2 8HD

T

Another Victorian street-corner local, Grade II* listed, next to the
Lido. The Victoria has a sense of faded elegance, but the new tenant
Steve Deacon gave it a thorough interior refurbishment last year and
Glen has persuaded the freeholders, Red Oak Taverns (who took over
a chunk of the ex-Innspired estate) to redecorate the exterior over the
coming months. This is a friendly but cosy old school community pub.
A good idea to walk here or get the bus as parking can be a bit of a
nightmare. Up to half a dozen real ales on tap in this little two-room
gem, at least two from Dawkins but guests always available too.
Another Victorian boozer, but this one is in the middle of the terrace,
and dates back to the time of the Great Exhibition. It has spent the
vast majority of its time as ‘The Bell’ but changed its name relatively
recently. It’s actually Grade II listed, and has an atmospheric, almost
other-worldly feel to it, like stepping out of the hustle and bustle of the
city to a quieter simpler time. Another late opener during the week.
There is a hidden patio to the rear for the smokers. Particularly popular
for Sunday lunch, the Green Man also offers about six real ales (and a
cider) but the real ales tend to be more Dawkins beers and fewer guests
here.

The Portcullis
3 Wellington Terrace, Clifton, BS8 4LE

The Hillgrove Porter Stores
53 Hillgrove Street North, Kingsdown, BS2 8LT

Michael Bertagne

The Miner’s Arms
136 Mina Road, St Werburghs, BS2 9YQ

A Victorian street-corner local not far from the City Farm and

Something of an outlier in the Dawkins empire this one, in that it is
the only pub that could be described as ‘on the beaten track’, as it is just
a little stroll from the Clifton Suspension Bridge. It does fit the Dawkins
model of being a very old pub, in an 18th century terrace, and Grade
II listed. Paul and Dee Tanner have been tenants for a year, having
moved from the aforementioned Victoria, and have been giving the pub
a distinctive, sympathetic makeover. The premises are actually spread
over four floors, though the pub is only on the lower two. Five real ales
and a real cider, and steps between the two bars that make my use of
the word vertiginous earlier seem hopelessly premature. Look out for a
mean curry on a Monday, Paul’s speciality.
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Duncan Shine

All pubs mentioned are featured on whatpub.com, CAMRA’s
national pub guide.

Solution to the crossword on page 39
Across: 1 Bottling, 5 Beggar, 9 Campaign, 10 Ignore, 12 Hole in the wall, 15
Natch, 16 Lie in wait, 17 Laughable, 19 Sci-fi, 20 Pieces of eight, 22 Apples, 23
Henry IPA, 25 Egress, 26 User name. Down: 1 Bacchanale, 2 Tom, 3 Loafish,
4 Nightclubber, 6 Engrain, 7 Good leaving, 8 Reel, 11 Redevelopers, 13 Litmus
paper, 14 Striptease, 18 Hueless, 19 Shearer, 21 Hare, 24 ISA.

Perched on a street corner on the vertiginous slopes above Stokes
Croft, the Hillgrove was originally the Dublin Porter Stores, with that
name falling into disuse sometime during the 1960s. These days the
horseshoe-shaped bar boasts no fewer than fourteen different beers on
handpump, with a conscious effort made to include rare beer styles and
dark ales as well as the Dawkins range and a wide range of popular
beers. Keg beer is also offered here, and it is possibly the only Dawkins
pub that would class itself as a destination pub, with people travelling
from afar just to sample the beers. Again, not open on weekday
lunchtimes.
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he season of good cheer? Some people say
that all the fun has gone out of Christmas,
but when it comes to the New Bristol
Brewery there is good news and lots to say
‘cheers’ to!
When I caught up with Noel at the brewery,
he was humping empty casks out of his sizeable
van after one of his local delivery rounds. What
looked like a good sign was confirmed when he told me, “We are selling
more than we can stock!” The 15-barrel plant is operating quite nicely
now, mostly producing the regular year-round beers, Oolala (4.2%
ABV), Beer Du Jour (4.6%), and 365 (4.0%). Adding to demand is the
development that New Bristol Brewery has been picked up by a couple
of northern distributors and that the beers have recently been featured at
a number of northern beer festivals.
The assistant brewer, Fergus, has moved on to the Grain Barge in
Hotwells and this leaves the position open; there is also an opening for
a part-time sales and marketing person. They also continue to look for is
new premises; even with the additional cold store recently added out at
the back, they still need more space.
The upcoming special brews well represent the character of the
typical New Bristol Brewery offering, which they describe thus...
m Little Black Stout: a 4% milk stout with lavender and vanilla.
m Little India: a variation on the already popular India, with
cardamom, coriander and jaggery sugar, but at 4% instead of the usual
6.5%.
m Maxi Mo: a variation on the 2.8% Mini Mo, an American-style IPA
with Centennial and Mosaic hops, weighing in at 5.5%.
Fans of the award-winning Super Deluxe Stout (7.0%), will be
pleased to hear that several brews are “in the pipeline”.
In order to extend the season of good cheer, the brewery will be
holding an event in the early New Year. The ‘New Bristol Half Day’ is
due to take place at the brewery in Wilson Street in St Pauls and will
include music, a barbecue and free beer, all under cover of gazebos right
outside the premises. Perhaps attending this will be the easiest of all
New Year resolutions to achieve.

News from
Cheddar Ales

C

heddar Ales have taken on
their first ever ‘on the road’
sales rep, Will Holmes. He
will be slowly but surely banging
on doors over the coming weeks
and months in the South West.
Many landlords will already
recognise Will as he has previously
worked in the area for GWB and Flying Monk.
Cheddar Ales have just produced their winter seasonal, Velvet
Bottom, a 4.7% chocolate oatmeal stout, available from early November
until it’s gone. They’re also brewing a spiced 4.3% golden ale for
Christmas called We Three Kings for those pubs not brave enough to
take the dark beer!
The 2017 beer schedule is pretty much formatted. Many seasonal
favourites such as Karst, Bedstraw, Firewitch and Wild Thing will
feature again as will a couple of new ones. Watch this space!

Jan Deverell
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Try a beery day out by train

E

ver fancy a change of scenery with a few good
beers chucked in? Here are two ideas for days
out from Bristol that won’t break the bank – and
nobody needs to drive as the train will take the strain.
I have done both with friends in recent times and can
confirm that a good time can be had.

Cheltenham

Firstly you could try a day in the pleasant Spa town of Cheltenham.
In recent times a number of very good new pubs have sprung up there
and a very enjoyable crawl can now be had. From Bristol Temple Meads
or Parkway an off peak return on the train is only £9.10 return, and can
be made even cheaper by buying a group save ticket whereby three or
more people can travel together for a mere £6 each! Trains are frequent
and take around 45 minutes on average, however the group save option
only applies to the slower “local” trains that take over an hour – please
check which trains apply if using this option. The last train back is as
late as 23.00 from Cheltenham (but please check when booking). The
one minor drawback is that the station is about a mile from the town
centre, but buses and taxis are available at the station if you don’t fancy
the 20 to 30 minute walk. We took a taxi to the furthest pub for around
£7 which was only £1 more than three bus tickets would have cost us. It
is also possible to buy a “plusbus” ticket with your rail ticket that gives
unlimited bus use in Cheltenham for £3.60.
Here are the pubs that we visited on a recent Thursday. All can be
find on our whatpub.com website with a link to Google maps to help
locate them.

Brewhouse & Kitchen
Brewhouse & Kitchen in the Brewery Quarter – only opened in
May 2016 in a smart new shopping centre, this is part of the chain
that has a branch at Clifton Down here in Bristol. This smart and airy
venue is open all day from
11am with food served
throughout from 12 noon.
They normally sell four
beers brewed on site – all
very different from those
in Bristol, and impressive
on our visit.
Kemble Brewery Inn,
Fairview Street – only
about a five or six minute
walk from the Brewhouse
& Kitchen, tucked away
in a small residential street
adjacent to a ‘Machine
Mart’ branch, is this
long-time local Good
Beer Guide entry. Open
all day from 11am, with
food served 12 to 2.30pm
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Sandford Park Alehouse
and 5.30 to 9pm, this is a compact and cosy old-fashioned pub that offers
up to six beers mainly from South West brewers. Bath Gem and Wye
Valley Butty Bach are regular, and were joined on our trip by beers from
Gloucester and Prescott, amongst others.
Walking for around 10 minutes back in to town brought us to none
other than the current CAMRA National Pub of the Year – the Sandford
Park Alehouse in the High Street. The pub is open all day from 12 noon
with food served 12-2.30 and
5.30-9 Monday to Friday,
12-4 and 5.30-9 Saturday,
and 12-4 Sunday. The
impressive row of nine hand
pulls dispense Oakham Citra,
Purity UBU and Wye Valley
Butty Bach, plus six everchanging beers from all over
the UK. Several real ciders
and an impressive range of
bottled beers add to the allure.
The bar billiards table is a
very welcome and now very
rare feature – especially as
the pub has allowed enough
elbow room to actually play
the game! An excellent pub
indeed! What an achievement
to win the national award after
only three years in existence
too.
Come out of the Sandford (if you can drag yourself away) and turn left
– then in about 50 metres you will see the Strand pub, also in the High
Street. This has more of the feel of a modern bar/diner but has a big beer
offering from five hand pumps serving changing beers from independent
brewers such as Bespoke, Otter and Stroud. Food is served 12-2.30 and
6-9 Monday to Friday, 12-9 Saturday, and 12-4 Sunday.
As we were heading off to Birmingham Beer Festival, we made Wild
Beer at Jessop House our last call in Cheltenham. This is situated in
Cambray Place and is open all day from 11 (10 on Saturday). This was
Wild’s first pub and does not actually sell real ale as such. It instead serves
a range of its own and other brewers’ “craft keg” beers plus a big range of
bottled beers. It feels more like the lounge of a smart hotel than a pub, and
on our visit we were the only customers.
Given more time we would have visited two further pubs –neither
of which open weekday lunchtimes. The first is the Jolly Brewmaster
in Painswick Road – open 2.30-11 weekdays and all day weekends and
offering seven changing beers but no food – a Good Beer Guide regular.
The other is the Royal Union in Hatherley Street, around halfway back
to the station. This pub opens at 4pm Monday to Friday but all day at
weekends, and food is served Tuesday to Saturday evenings and Sunday
lunchtimes. Up to eight changing real ales are served.
Gluttons for punishment could of course break their return journey at
Gloucester for even more beer – but that is for a future article.

Cardiff

Cardiff is served by frequent trains from both Temple Meads and
Parkway with the last one back usually at 22.04. An off peak day return
is £12.60 but comes down to £8.30 on group save tickets of three or
more people. This time the station is right in the centre so no need for
buses or taxis. My policy is always to get to the furthest out pub and
work back in – this idea was formulated years ago as tipsy timekeeping
led to several near misses and one spectacular failure to catch a last
train! Well do I remember that expensive taxi from Worcester to
Cheltenham!
On this occasion the furthest target pub was only opposite the
Castle – a mere 7 to 10 minute stroll from the station. First up was the
Rummer Tavern, in Duke Street. This old black-and-white-timbered
building hosts a splendid pub that oozes atmosphere. Food is served all
day until 7pm (5 on Friday and Saturday, 4 on Sunday). Regular beers
Hancocks HB and Wye Valley HPA are joined by three changing guests.
Only around 100 metres further round, keeping the castle on your
left, brings you to Hopbunker – a splendid new beer cellar bar beneath
a student hall of residence opened in Kingsway in 2015. Up to 15
changing real ales are supplemented by up to 10 ciders and 20 keg fonts.
No food – it’s all about the beer here. Open all day.
First timers to Cardiff should really try a pint of Brains in one of
their many outlets – the excellent Goat Major in nearby High Street
will do nicely for that. Since my visit a new branch of Small Bar has
opened in Church Street nearby. Given that the original in King Street
is my current favourite watering hole in Bristol, I have my excuse to go
back to Cardiff soon!
Now it on to one of the beeriest streets in Britain – Westgate Street,
which is adjacent to the Millennium Stadium and very close to the
station. There are no less than four pubs of interest here plus a large
Wetherspoon for those who need their fix. Here is a brief synopsis of
those:
Tiny Rebel (previously Urban Tap House) – the first pub owned
by the wonderful Tiny Rebel, brewers of the 2015 Champion Beer of
Britain, Cwtch. Eight changing beers usually include four or five of
their own plus well chosen guests, plus a number of keg beers, and a big
selection of bottles. Quality burgers are served all day.
City Arms, Quay Street – just a few feet from Westgate Street is this
Brains pub given a licence to thrill. No food, but who needs that when
you have 10 real ales from all over, 10 real ciders and 10 keg fonts?
Zerodegrees, Westgate Street – a branch of the popular chain that
also features in Bristol. The beer and food offering are much the same as
in Bristol, but the interior has a warmer softer feel.
Queens Vaults – still on Westgate Street is this bustling pub with
all-day food, pool tables, TVs and six real beers. The rarely spotted
Felinfoel Double Dragon is the only regular beer and there are also six
real ciders too.
There are a number of other worthy pubs in Cardiff but time has run
out on this article so that will do for now. The extra thirsty desperados
can also do as we did and break their journey home in Newport to check
out the latest Tiny Rebel venture, located in the High Street, opened in
late 2015 and offering seven real ales.
Happy drinking and do try not to oversleep on the train home!
Full details and maps of all pubs mentioned can be found on
whatpub.com.

Vince Murray

New value group
bus tickets

Colin Pursey - RIP

I

t is with heavy hearts that we
have to report the very sad
passing of our dear friend Colin
Pursey. Colin died recently after a
period of illness at the age of 77. He
leaves behind Pauline, his beloved
wife of 37 years, four children and
five grandchildren.
Colin was a very early active
member of the Bristol & District
branch of CAMRA – indeed one
of the very first. He went on to
become a hugely popular chairman
of the branch in the 1990s and also
served as social secretary for some
years. In addition, for many years
he acted as our brewery liaison
officer for Butcombe brewery –
from its earliest days as a small
start-up microbrewery up against
the dreaded “Big Four” brewers
of mass-produced bland beer. He
tirelessly championed the cause for Butcombe and played a significant part
in their early success, and in spreading the word around Bristol about where
to find good beer.
I met Colin in 1987 at Taunton Beer Festival, whilst on a day out from
London, just before moving to Bristol. We got chatting and by the time
that I left for my train I had joined CAMRA! He had that kind of effect
on people, and it seems I am not alone. Long-standing member Richard
Walters remembers Colin being the first person to speak to him and make
him welcome at a beer festival back in 1982. Pete and Ali Bridle remember,
having just joined CAMRA, turning up for an organised pub crawl of
Clifton to find that Colin was the only other person there! They went ahead
regardless and Colin made them feel welcome and entertained them all
evening. That’s four people at least who became very active in CAMRA
thanks in no small way to Colin.
Colin was a larger than life character who loved to laugh – he was
always relaxed and rarely without a smile on his face. Even more so after a
beer or two of course! Many of you will have met Colin without realising
it as, until a couple of years ago, he regularly served behind the bar at
Bristol Beer Festival – every time I glanced over he was sharing a joke with
somebody and grinning away like the proverbial Cheshire Cat! He was
often seen in town or country pubs with his big mate and fellow CAMRA
stalwart Bob Bagshaw, sadly also departed now.
Colin spent all of his working life in the printing industry with
Robinsons, Purnell and Lawrence Allen before taking early retirement. I
well remember in the years after his retirement I would be at work reigning
over organised chaos then get a phone call from Colin with breaking beer
news or to check out a pub rumour that he had heard! He was such a nice
genuine chap that it was impossible to mind – you just had to break off
what you were doing and talk about beer! Colin was a member of the
British Legion and could be seen every year at ASDA selling poppies. He
also supported Lifeboat and Air Ambulance charities. He loved crosswords,
steam trains, watching rugby and taking holidays – especially to Cyprus.
So it is RIP Colin – you will be very sorely missed, not only by your
family but also by the many friends that you made in CAMRA and the
world of real ale.
With thanks to Amanda, Colin’s daughter, for the background
information and lovely photo above.

Vince Murray

O

n October 30th First Bus launched a new range of ‘Group
Tickets’ which could offer exceptional value to groups of you
looking to plan a beery day out. Details are below – up to five
adults can travel all day from 9.30 weekdays and anytime weekends or
bank holidays (kids optional!) as long as they travel together.
l Bristol or Bath Inner zone – £8
l Weston Inner Zone – £7.40
l Bristol, Weston or Bath Outer zone – £13
l First West of England – £15
The West of England ticket has the potential for fantastic value
as five of you could travel to the likes of Wells, Burnham-on-Sea,
Warminster, Devizes, Thornbury or Wotton-under-Edge for £3 each!

Vince Murray

From left to right: Colin Pursey, previous branch chairman Phil Cotham,
Butcombe founder Simon Whitmore, and current branch chairman Richard Brooks,
on the occasion of Butcombe’s 21st anniversary in 1999.
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BRISTOL PUBS GROUP Pub News

T

he Wild Beer bar on Wapping Wharf is amid a brand new
development that has a focus on independent traders. The bar
has a feel of clean living enhanced by bright urban décor with a
feature bar counter faced with wooden fish scales. Outside the two neat
rows of stripy deck chairs reinforces the optimism of this upcoming bit
of Bristol. There is no cask real ale but keg beers from Wild Beer and
guests as well as ciders and perries are widely offered. In Redcliffe the
conversion of the Velindra into The Nook is complete with an open
kitchen at the rear, industrial photographs of not-so-old Bristol on the
walls and metal-topped tables lending to the steam punk image, as is
the no-nonsense plumbing at the gents’ hand basin. One real ale was on
when I went there in November – Moor Confidence red ale – and was
in good condition alongside four continental keg lagers and Thatcher’s
ciders.
Up in Clifton the Red Lion on Worrall Road closed in September,
and plans have now been submitted by Avon Co Clifton Ltd to convert
it to flats. Towards the north of the city the owner of the Old England
in Monpelier has been granted permission to update the pub with
improvements necessary to bring it up to a modern trading condition,
but uncertainty still surrounds the proposed name change to ‘The
Montpellier’ which Wadworth have declared they favour while locals
and Bristol Pubs Group are expressly not so keen.
A planning application has been lodged to convert the wonderfully
tile-fronted Prince of Wales on Ashley Road in St Pauls into a recording
studio, a café and two flats, while nearby Easton’s Jolly Roger reopened
on the 14th September and is trading from 1pm to 11pm every day.
The Merchant’s Arms in Stapleton has been for sale but could have
been sold by now as it is no longer showing on agents’ web-sites – we
welcome any information of the status of this pub. The former Black
Horse in Redfield has reopened as the Dark Horse and is serving up
to four gravity-fed real ales as well as up to 10 real ciders and perries –
wow! The ales are often from Otter and local breweries such as Arbor
and New Bristol, and wash down the Pieminister fayre very nicely.
In the city’s southern half the Imp in Southville has a planning
application pending to convert the pub into a café and housing as well as
a new-build house in the rear garden. It would be a crying shame to lose
this popular pub that has served the community so well. The Plough
and Windmill in Bedminster is closed and has a planning application
to part demolish, convert into 10 homes (three new dwellings would be
added) and retain a small area on the ground floor for commercial or
community space. Staying in Bedminster, the Princess of Wales has
its lease up for grabs with Fleurets. On a brighter note an application
for a new micropub in Brislington’s Sandy Park Road has been made.
The Cat & Bear micropub would occupy a currently closed retail
unit and would open until 9:30pm on five nights and until 10:30pm
on a weekend. It would be Bristol’s third micropub and a positive
contribution to the area’s recently diminished pub stock.
Outside of the city in South Gloucestershire the Anchor Made
Forever in New Cheltenham has been sold and is speculated to be
in the hands of a property developer. Nearby the Tennis Court Inn
looks certain to be lost to become four flats. The nearest pub, the Old
Flowerpot, has its lease for sale. In the adjacent Warmley the Midland
Spinner’s freehold is for sale and now that the former Station Master
has been demolished there is no other pub in the village.
Fellow CAMRA member Martin Gray tells us that in Oldland
Common the proposed developer of the Cherry Tree has appealed
against the refusal of planning application by South Glos Council for
the erection of a two-storey rear extension to facilitate conversion of the
pub to seven apartments. Final comments were due by 20th October,
but there is currently no news on the result of the appeal. The original
application had been rejected on the grounds that there was insufficient
evidence to demonstrate that the pub is no longer fit for purpose or
that there is no longer a demand. It is hoped that the Council reject
the appeal and that a buyer can be found that will reopen this smart
suburban local in an area which is short of pubs. From Willsbridge to
Kingswood via Oldland and Warmley we are close to our eighth pub
loss in the last four years so let’s prevent this by securing the future of
the Cherry Tree.
The Beaufort Hunt in Downend is undergoing significant
investment from the people behind the Gloucester Old Spot in Horfield
(formerly the Kellaway Arms). It is due to open on 6th December – as
the Duck and Willow – as a nod to the location’s cricket heritage and
its proximity to Downend’s cricket ground. We understand the White
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BRISTOL PUBS GROUP
The Bristol & District CAMRA Pubs Campaigning Group (Bristol
Pubs Group for short) was formed in response to the growing
number of pubs in the Bristol area closing or being drastically
altered. The Group was launched in 2008 with the support of
local councillors, members of the trade and the media.

Our aims are simple. Bristol Pubs Group will:
Promote the use of community pubs.
Campaign against closure of pubs that
could be viable.
Campaign against insensitive alterations.

Web: www.camrabristol.org.uk/pubsgroup Email: bristolpubsgroup@yahoogroups.co.uk

Lease available on this village pub, the Live and Let Live
Horse in Hambrook is undergoing
a significant change to make it into
a gastro-style destination pub and
has scaffolding surrounding it as I
write. Information on its planned
opening date would be welcome.
Just along the road Hambrook’s
other Enterprise pub, the Crown,
is for lease but it is open. The
lease on the Live and Let Live
in Frampton Cotterell is offered
by Fleurets and as a pub at the
centre of the village has many
reasons to attract enthusiastic
drinkers, diners and families from
Frampton and further afield. A pub
that has re-established itself by
adopting a refreshed modern look
with a respect for tradition is the
Star at Pucklechurch. Within its
more spacious interior to attract
destination diners it is serving
Bass and Doom Bar plus Cheddar
Valley and Thatcher’s Traditional
ciders, which should please local
community and visiting drinkers.
Drinking institution the
Railway in Yate is for sale with
Fleurets. This pub has been well
attended over the years and is an
embedded member of the local
community. In recent years it seems
to have lost a bit of direction with
frequent advertising of its lease
but now the freehold is offered for
this pub that still very much has
a strong heart. The Tern Inn at
Chipping Sodbury is being targeted
for demolition to make way for 28
new flats. This community pub is
home to darts and pool as well as
accommodating football fans with
a large screen TV. The pub is not
in the High Street area of Chipping
Sodbury, but on the ‘Birds’ estate
and therefore very community
focussed and not particularly close
to any other pub. Its retention is
essential for the well-being of the
socially minded group of customers
that are grateful users of it and
would love to save it.
Martin Farrimond of our Severn
Vale sub-branch has reported
that the Royal George (formerly
‘Mezze at The Royal George’)
in Thornbury has reopened as a
pub/diner with six handpumps,

Mezze now at the White Lion

A Star is reborn

eight or so keg fonts for lagers and other beers, and with Cask Marque
accreditation. Meanwhile, the White Lion on Thornbury High Street
(Marston’s) has recently acquired Mezze signage. Travelling west to the
Severn estuary the White Hart at Littleton-upon-Severn is selling their
own cider. The apples came from the orchard behind the pub and it’s
believed the cider is produced by John Rudrum in nearby Kington. It is
6% ABV and apparently dry.
In North Somerset there are closures to report. The Prince of

Orange at Yatton and the Ship at Uphill both closed recently and we
wonder what the chances are of the Yatton pub opening again with
plans for houses in the garden and an apparent lack of appetite by the
owner for community pub use. As for the Ship the tenants departed
and left it closed but there is some confidence that it will reopen soon
when the right conditions prevail. In Portishead Enterprise Inns says
that they intend to reopen the White Lion soon following its closure as
a Mezze pub-restaurant in the summer. Mystery surrounds the George
and Dragon at Felton. The pub closed all of a sudden in August 2015
and nothing seems to have happened since but this large coaching house
close to Bristol airport must surely have business potential. We would of
course be very pleased to see the place come back to life with provision
perhaps for a drop of local ale and real cider on the bar.
Out of our area but still within a short drive and of great interest to
those who celebrate Britain’s pub heritage, the Red Lion at Ampney St
Peter in Gloucestershire, which closed in 2014 following the death of its
licensee John Bernard, has a planning application submitted for change
of use to residential. This is a great unspoilt rural classic being one of
only nine traditional pubs in the whole country without a bar counter.
Its loss further whittles down CAMRA’s National Inventory of Historic
Pub Interiors to just seven within the counties of Bristol, Gloucestershire
and Somerset, though two more exist nearby in Wiltshire and another in
Cardiff.
Don’t forget your pub, more so now than ever – use it or lose it!

Mike Jackson
for Bristol Pubs Group

Keeping the wheels in motion at the Midland Spinner

T

A Railway for sale in Yate

Smart new look for the Royal George

he Midland Spinner public house is a two-storey late Georgian
building situated on the A420 main road at 4 London Road,
Warmley, near the former level crossing signal box at Warmley
station on the closed Midland Railway line between Bristol and Bath
(now the Bristol-Bath railway path on National Cycle Route 4). The
pub takes its name from the Midland Railway Class 115 4-2-2 steam
locomotives designed by Samuel W Johnson known as Spinners due to
their large Stirling Single driving wheels.
Until recently there was some uncertainty as to the future of the
pub – which consists of a one-bar two-room type layout – due to it being
put on the market freehold for sale with Fleurets with offers invited. Of
particular concern was the fact that other pubs in the area had already
closed including the Highwayman, Tennis Court Inn and the Station
Master, so that this pub was the only one left between the Flower Pot,
Kingswood and the Griffin at Bridgeyate.
I was given the task of finding out the current situation at the pub
to see if it was still trading or whether it had been sold to a developer
for potential future non-pub use, and was asked to report back with
my findings at the next Bristol Pubs Group meeting in January 2017.
Therefore, on a wet miserable November evening I cycled to Warmley
on the Bristol-Bath railway path passing the isolated remains of
Mangotsfield Junction station where it would be so easy to imagine
hearing the ghostly sounds of trains long departed (after all this station is
where Arnold Ridley gained inspiration for his story the “Ghost Train”
while waiting for a connection way back in 1929).
On arrival, there was only one other customer in the pub which
was not an encouraging sign but with a roaring fire at one end, vintage
1970’s music on satellite TV and Sharp’s Doom Bar real ale at the bar
it seemed to provide a welcoming environment to relax away from the
outside dampness and cold.
During discussions with the Dutch landlady who was serving at
the bar, I was told that she and her husband had just taken the pub over

about five weeks previously because they were attracted to its semirural location and could see potential for it having a food offering,
local bands, quiz nights, karaoke, darts teams, introducing a pool
table, etc. With this sort of vision it is hard to understand how South
Gloucestershire Council could allow planning permission for the nearby
Tennis Court Inn to be converted to flats when the developer was
suggesting it was a failing pub.
Hopefully, with its new management team, the Midland Spinner will
be able to maintain momentum for a sustainable future and makes a very
welcome stopping point for walkers and cyclists on the Bristol-Bath
railway path.

Ian Beckey
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A great first year for Good Chemistry

A

lthough it’s only been a year since Good Chemistry started
brewing at GCHQ in St Philips, it’s hard to remember a time
when Good Chemistry weren’t around, such is the impact that
Bob Cary and Kelly Sidgwick (pictured) have made on the Bristol beer
scene in the last twelve months.
In many ways, the last few months have illustrated this perfectly,
starting at the end of the summer with the second East Bristol Brewery
Trail, organised by Kelly, which was just as popular as the first in April.
The unseasonably fine August Bank Holiday weekend weather allowed
people to spill out onto the street outside GCHQ as part of their tour of
the five breweries on the Trail that formed one of the launch events of
Bristol Beer Week. Later in the week, Good Chemistry hosted a series
of academic talks about brewing that were well-attended and thoughtprovoking, and Kelly and Bob’s Bristol Beer Week ended with them
being part of the inaugural Bristol Craft Beer Fest, where Morello
Theory proved particularly popular.
More recently, Good Chemistry beers have started to appear further
afield than their regular haunts in Bath and Bristol, so fans in Cardiff,
Gloucestershire and Devon no longer have to travel too far to get their
hands on a Good Chemistry brew.
In other news from further afield, BrewDog in Cardiff recently
hosted a Good Chemistry tap takeover evening that was well-received
and well-attended, including by a number of familiar faces from Bristol,
and brewers from Bison Beer in Brighton cycled all the way to GCHQ
to collaborate on Ryed With Us, which this correspondent thoroughly
enjoyed when he found himself in Brighton (not having travelled by
velocipede) one evening at the end of October.
In the run up to Christmas, Good Chemistry will be running and
hosting a Christmas Brewers Market on Saturday December 10th, where
Bristol Beer Factory, Crane Beer, Lost and Grounded Brewers, and
Wiper & True will all be setting up shop at GCHQ for the afternoon. All
will be selling cases of beers, gift packs and all manner of merchandise
perfect for both presents and for stocking up for Christmas parties, and
this event will prove a unique chance to buy direct from the people who
made the beer. Gopal’s Curry Shack will be on hand with their delicious

warming Indian street food, as well
as pickles and chutneys to buy as
presents, while GCHQ’s resident DJ
and handsome bar staff will be on
hand to serve up festive tunes and
Good Chemistry beers, respectively.
Away from the brewery itself,
the beers you’re likely to find on
sale around Bristol and Bath (and
further afield) over the next few
months are:
m Big Bang (4.4%) – brought
back for the colder months, this is
Good Chemistry’s hoppy, pale ale,
available in cask, keg and bottle;
m Redstart Rye (5.3%) – on cask
over the summer, it’s now available
in cask, keg and bottle;
m Wild Forest (4.2%) – a new,
warming winter wheat beer, where
the citrusy brightness of toasted wild
forest pepper has been paired with
the rounded warmth of long pepper; this will be available in both keg
and bottle;
m Becoming North (6%) – a rich smooth dark beer, fermented with
lager yeast, available in both cask and bottle;
m Advent Horizon (5.6%) – the special one-off Christmas beer: a rich
stock ale for the dark nights, which will be available in bottle and a
limited run of ten casks.
For details of where Advent Horizon and all the other beers will be
available, regular updates are posted on Good Chemistry’s Facebook
and Twitter accounts.
It’s been a great first year for Good Chemistry, and we’re all looking
forward to seeing what Bob and Kelly have in store for us in 2017.

Stephen Edmonds

The Left Handed Giant can

T

he big news from Left Handed Giant (LHG) is that, at the
time of writing, they have just launched two of their beers in
cans – which represents a significant step on the journey being
taken by this enterprising microbrewery based in the St Philips area
of Bristol. For many, the words “canned beer” bring to mind images
of fizzy, tasteless lager enjoyed on park benches and at overcrowded
music festivals – a far cry from the quality ales that pass the lips of any
discerning beer drinker. However, you may have already noticed that
things have changed as a new breed of British brewers opts for metal in
favour of glass.
Although cans have some distinct advantages over bottles as a
portable package for beer, they have long been associated with massmarket, mainstream brands stacked high and sold low in supermarkets.
Recent technical developments in the cans themselves and canning
equipment have now opened up this packaging option as a practicable
proposition for smaller brewers, either by installing their own canning
line or by using a specialised canning facility. Breweries such as
Beavertown (London), Magic Rock (Huddersfield) and, locally, Moor
in Bristol, have followed the lead taken by a number of US breweries,
tapping into the expanding market for quality beer in cans.
The three enemies of beer are sunlight, oxygen and heat. Taking heat
out of the equation, which can be adequately controlled in either a can
or bottle, this leaves sunlight and oxygen. Aluminium cans eliminate
damage from harmful UV light and, when compared with crowncapped bottles, reduce the potential for oxidation due to air ingress,
thus keeping the beer fresher. In addition, cans have further advantages
over glass when it comes to environmental considerations. Finally,
the myth that beer from a can will take on a metallic flavour may have
been true in the past but modern production techniques include coating
the aluminium with a water-based polymer lining that eliminate any
potential contamination or unwanted flavours. However, as with bottled
beer, canned beer is best enjoyed when poured into a glass, so you can
fully appreciate the aromas and appearance of the beer.
For a micro such as LHG, looking to satisfy the demand for their
big-flavoured beers outside of the traditional pub/bar environment, and
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having stopped
bottling their core
beers in-house
earlier this year
until such time as
they can bottle on
a scale that will
make the process
commercially
viable, going down
the canning route
represents a sensible
way forward. The
main issues, as always with LHG, are the quality and consistency of the
final product. Using their contacts in the trade, they have identified a
small canning company that offers a full packaging service which ticks
all of the right boxes. The beer is transferred to the canning facility in
600-litre stainless steel conditioning tanks, which they used to bottle
from. On receipt, the beer is chilled prior to entering the canning facility,
but no filtration of pasteurisation takes place. Once the beer has been
canned using the distinctive LHG branding, it is palleted for return to
the brewery and dispatch to the customer. The first beers to be canned
are USPA (5.5% ABV) and IPA (6.9% ABV), with the brewery being
delighted with the final product.
Other news from LHG is that their tap room is now closed for the
winter. They have recently started supplying Small Bar in the centre of
Cardiff, which opened in October and is based on the successful Bristol
format.
Looking forward to 2017, the tap room will reopen in the spring,
possibly combined with another East Bristol Brewery Trail, and more
collaboration beers are planned with breweries such as Verdant from
Cornwall and Heretic from the US. They are also going to be brewing a
beer with Peter Tiley, landlord of the Salutation at Ham, near Berkeley,
South Gloucestershire, and founder of Tiley’s Ales.

Dave Graham

Steam Beer Hall and Rotisserie

T

Roo no more

he Clifton Down railway station has been operating since 1874,
under the management of various companies and through a series
of changes. One such change came in the early 1980s, when one
of the larger buildings on the station was released by the railway, and
converted to become the Steam Tavern.
In those days, my memory is of a pub that was almost a night club,
late licence, a prevalence of ‘smooth bitters’ and, unless I’ve got myself
confused, Newquay Steam lager.
Then the property jumped on the Australian themed bar bandwagon
and became the Roo Bar, aimed squarely at the student population, with
large screen TVs everywhere, drinks promotions throughout the week
and the addition of Tetley Bitter as the sole cask beer. The Roo Bar
underwent a number of changes and makeovers until, in the summer
of this year, it reopened as Steam Beer Hall & Rotisserie, run by the
quaintly named Bristol Meadery Company.
Strolling along on a weekday lunchtime – unless my day job boss
is reading this in which case someone else visited on my behalf – I was
struck by the Isambard Kingdom Brunel based livery on the outside, and
intrigued by the word ‘Rotisserie’, which I always think of as a prize at
the end of the Generation Game. There is sheltered outdoor seating with
artificial grass/carpeting.
Inside the general décor has a touch of the frontiersman bar about
it (some left over from its Roo Bar days). There are wooden beams
everywhere and various bench seats and tables. There are two rooms
downstairs, with a quieter room up to the right, and a busy main bar.
There is a slightly incongruous gaudily painted fireplace at one end, and
some unusual candle holders.
However, the beer selection is the best that this building has offered

since it became a pub over thirty years ago. There were five real ales on
when I visited, including Brain’s Reverend James Gold and Reverend
James Original as resident ales. The other three are changing guests:
on this occasion they were Dawkins Mosaic, a fruity American style
beer which was served ‘unfined’ and so hazy to the eye but absurdly
refreshing; Pure Gold Purity, a 3.8% ABV golden beer with a dry, bitter
taste; and Moor Nor’Hop, another beer using American hops to produce
a definite flowery undertone in this paler than pale ale.
As to the ‘rotisserie’, this is a mainstay of the food offering, with
either a whole or a half chicken, marinated overnight and steamed,
before being spit-roasted and served in, for example, a Vietnamese
peanut sauce. An Italian porchetta is also available for those who like
roast pork.
There is also live music and other events – check their Facebook
page for details.

Duncan Shine

Beers for all seasons at Crane

T

he long awaited expansion of brewing capacity at Crane – based
in Lawrence Hill, Bristol – has borne fruit, literally, with some
intriguing new beers emerging from this brewery which continues
to surprise. Although summer may seem a distant memory now, you will
still find Fizz (6.7%) available at discerning local pubs and off licences.
This fruity saison harkens back to warmer days with the addition of
fresh berries giving a distinctive bitter sweet flavour. Saisons clearly
come in pairs at Crane, as this was followed swiftly by Hazy (6.0%),
a more traditional example with notes of pepper and spice. Marking
Crane’s 100th brew was Echo (8%), a powerful, well hopped and
deliciously fruity double IPA with a long bitter finish. Like all Crane’s
beers, these three are unfiltered, unpasteurised and unfined, leaving their
flavours to develop and condition naturally in the bottle.
Meanwhile on draught there has been a change to the core beer
range. Pale ale Glow is now no longer brewed (though some is still
available in bottles) as the Citra hops used in the recipe are currently
unavailable. Its replacement is Halo, also a 4% pale ale but with a
different hop profile; owner and brewer Kevin Johnston won’t be
drawn any further on which hops, “otherwise they’ll all be doing it!”
Meanwhile Lift (5%), brewed in collaboration with Bristol’s Beer
Emporium, continues to be a popular fixture on cask at the eponymous
enterprise, while draught regulars the fruity amber Atom (4.3%) and big
IPA Boom (6.2%) are also in demand as far away as Nottingham.
Drinkers at the Bristol Beer Festival back in March were lucky
enough to be the guinea pigs for new stout Milk (4.6%), recreating a
well-known style of Bristol beer. This has now returned for the autumn
and winter seasons following some adjustments to the recipe, including
a lowering of the hop rate in order to show off the blend of eight malts
to the full. And ready to warm the cockles for winter is the imminent
return of fantastically complex stout Cake (6.6%) made with Ugandan
vanilla beans, Peruvian cocoa nibs and locally roasted coffee beans.
With the addition of another 900 litres of brewing capacity expected
in January, Kevin has further plans – and brews – up his sleeve. Variety
continues to be the spice of life at Crane and next season’s beers will
undoubtedly spring more surprises.

Marty Cummins

A range of Crane bottle-conditioned beers
with a cask of Lift in the background

Kevin Johnston with his new fermenting vessels
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October: cider promotion month
‘Real cider sold here’

O

ctober is an important month in the cider calendar. Not only is
it when the apples are first pressed into juice, but the national
CAMRA ‘APPLE’ committee has designated it as National
Cider Promotion Month.
Here in the South West, we are spoiled for choice, with many of
the country’s finest cider producers being right on our doorstep, and
particularly so in Bristol where we have the reigning South West Cider
Pub of the Year in the Orchard Inn on Spike Island. Alongside several
other pubs, cider has been showcased in a strong way throughout the
month.
During October I have been accumulating information about the
best cidering holes around Bristol using both information from other
dedicated drinkers and, of course, my own taste buds!
Amongst the most impressive of offerings around Bristol were the
brand-new pub the Dark Horse in Redfield, which was reported to have
over 10 ciders and some perry behind the bar. Similarly, in St Werburghs
the Duke of York is known to cater well for the cider seeker.
More centrally, not many will be surprised to learn that the Stable
and the Apple (one by and one on the water) have impressive arrays of
drinking options, as well as generous dining options to accompany the
tipple!
My personal favourites during the month were situated on St
Michael’s hill. The White Bear was a good find, particularly so because

REAL CIDER

being situated closely to the university
means that students have easy access to
real cider, other than in the traditional
cider haunt of the Coronation Tap in
Clifton, something that is going to be
good for the campaign to gain traction
on the mass-produced cider brands that
are so regular in many pubs.
Chums, the new micropub in
Redland, was also impressive, with a
choice of three real ciders from smaller
producers around the South West, as
well as a unique environment for a
sociable drink having banned the use of electronic entertainments as in
other micropubs.
Other notable pubs situated outside of Bristol include the Early
Doors Cider & Ale Barn in Draycott which earned its debut in the
Good Beer Guide 2017 this year, as well as regular cider-serving bars
elsewhere in the region like the Crown in Churchill, the Lamb in
Axbridge and the Hunters Lodge in Priddy.
Keep an eye out for cider events taking place over the next few
months; in the offing are plans for wassailing in February as well as
some mulled cider over the busy Christmas period.

SOLD HERE

Nick Jarman

News from the Bristol Beer Factory

T

he Bristol Beer Factory in Bedminster has confirmed the
acquisition of the space next to Marks Café on the North Street
side of the brewery and is currently in the process of giving the
place a complete overall. Due to open at the beginning of December, it
will be transformed into a much needed brewery shop, visitors’ centre,
and brewery tap. New offices will also be installed which will make
room in the brewery for more development. Shop opening times will be
12 noon through to 7pm Monday to Saturday and customers will be able

to buy the bottle beer range and
also draught beer to take away,
plus any merchandise and gift
packs. All brewery tours will
start from here as there is a little
corridor that leads from the shop
to the brewery, all adding to the
Bristol Beer Factory experience.
After many months of
deliberating, designing, playing
with poster paints, discussing
and designing some more, the
Bristol Beer Factory are finally
ready to launch their new
range of bottle labels. They
say they are very proud of the
new designs and thank Miller
Design for taking them from
adolescence into the world of the
grown up! The first of these new
labels has just been released into
the trade.
The annual brewery open day will take place on Saturday 3rd
December from 12 noon through to 6pm. Visitors will be able to sample
Sam’s world-renowned stout stew, Milk Stout cake from Marks Bread,
and as many beers as the brewery can muster up. There is also a good
chance of some live music as there are a number of musicians in the
team, so be prepared for a 20-minute-long version of Jonny B Goode at
some point!
Christmas brew Bristletoe is now in the shops. Brewed to a strength
of 4.7%, they say of it: “This year’s edition of Bristletoe uses rolled
oats and traditional brown porter malt to produce a rich-bodied and
full-flavoured beer that punches well above its modest Christmas ABV,
allowing you to enjoy more!” So, just right for sitting down and supping
next to a warm fire – whether that be in your shed or in your front room.
Some other winter warmers will be coming out around Christmas time.
Look out for their new Russian Imperial Stout, aged on French oak and
full-bodied at 10% ABV, and also the long-awaited return of Southern
Conspiracy, a white burgundy barrel aged IPA with new season Nelson
Sauvin hops, and very drinkable at 6.8%. These will be joined by other
favourites from their ‘Un/Limited’ range – the Wheat Wine and Barley
Wine that would doubtless make fantastic Christmas presents.

Richard Brooks
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Escape from BoltHole Brewery

B

oltHole Brewery in Westbury-on-Trym started brewing early last year and
came to early prominence within the Bristol & District branch of CAMRA
upon discovering their 9.3% Imperial Stout in cask at a branch meeting,
which – needless to say – went down very well!
Neil Kirk, the owner, brewer and sole employee, wants to keep the brewery
small and is resisting expansion despite brewing to the capacity of his garage!
We’ve just had an update from Neil, in which he says: “Three new beers have
escaped from the BoltHole.” His names and descriptions for them are:
Dark’n’Stormy: a 5% black IPA with black malt and Citra hops – burnt toast and
marmalade.
Cloudy White: a 5% cloudy spiced wheat beer – oranges, lemons and cloves.
Strawberry Blonde: a 5% ‘ginger’ blonde with a strawberry hop – strawberries,
strawberries and strawberries.
He also spoke of the return of the Blonde FestivAle at 9.5% which he
described as “liquid sunshine for the dark months of winter – double mashed and
triple hopped – bittersweet and strong.”
BoltHole is still a contender for the smallest brewery in Bristol; the beers
are available in bottles (all bottle-conditioned) at Bath Farmers Market at Green
Park Station and also at the Henleaze Festival on 7th December in (you guessed
it) Henleaze. 36-pint boxes can also be ordered from the brewery (www.bolthole.
beer).

Martin Farrimond

Neil Kirk pictured at a market last year

The Incredible Brewing Company

I

t’s been a busy few months
for Stephen Hall, Incredible
Brewing Company’s owner
and brewer, with a full autumn/
winter range of beers now available,
including a roasted pumpkin beer, a
honey porter, a rye beer, a milk stout
and a festive winter warmer.
For those whose palate prefers
a hoppier taste, the black IPA, grapefruit IPA, imperial IPA, amber and
pale brews continue to be on offer to give lovers of all styles the chance
to get an Incredible beer for the long winter nights.
As well as appearing regularly at producers’ markets at the Tobacco
Factory in Bedminster, Green Park Station in Bath, and in Keynsham,
Stephen (aka Mr Incredible) can be found in St Nick’s Market in

Incredible Brewing Co.

Bristol in the run-up to Christmas, and will even been selling his beers
at Coughton Court, a National Trust property in Warwickshire. Bottles
are likely to be found in Corks, Better Food, and Grape and Grind, but
head to www.incrediblebrewingcompany.com for a full list of events and
stockists.
Looking forward to 2017, Incredible Brewing Company is likely to
remain in its current premises in Brislington, but expand the brewing
operation by purchasing a six-barrel system and employing an assistant
to help at the brewery and sales events.
Here’s to an Incredible Christmas and New Year.

Stephen Edmonds

News of the brews from

Zerodegrees

T

here were a couple of specials on tap for November in the Bristol
Zerodegrees brewpub. First up was Belgian Ale, a 5.4% light amber
ale with a sweetish nose and a light body, brewed with Vienna and
Pilsner malts, and German hops. The other was Brown Ale, a 4.4% ale
brewed with brown malts and English hops. This was quite dry and not
particularly hoppy, just malty – a proper example of this refreshing,
classic, UK style of beer.
Coming in December, and a treat for Christmas, is Toffee Ale,
a 6.0% ale brewed in collaboration with Marc from one of Bristol’s
newest breweries, Lost and Grounded. This is a dark-brown beer with
adjuncts of lactose, Dulce de Leche and coffee.
Lactose is an unfermentable sugar, found in milk, that gives body
and sweetness; Dulce de Leche is a caramel derived from condensed
milk, and the coffee is from Guatemala. All these adjuncts have been
added to the whirlpool to dissolve in the beer, giving quite a sweet and
smooth mouth-feel. As Zerodegrees brewer Simon says, ‘Sort of liquid
toffee, perfect for rather a warm winter.’ Sounds quite an intriguing
prospect to me, just the sort of beer to go with the Christmas pud!
Next year will see a visit from Velo, manufacturers of the brewing
systems at all Zerodegrees brewpubs, for repairs and maintenance to the
equipment. Simon will be busy in January supplying beer to the Cardiff
branch while they have their plant serviced, followed by Bristol’s turn in
February.

Roy Sanders
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BADRAG - Bristol And District
Rare Ales Group
“ In search of ‘rare ales’ ”

B

ADRAG is the Bristol and District Rare Ales Group, a group
within the local branch of CAMRA that campaigns for bars to
stock styles of real ale that are rarely found on most bars, such as
stouts, porters, mild ales, old ales, barley wines, strong IPAs, real lagers,
wheat beers and low ABV bitters.
The group organises a number of trails where licensees are asked in
advance if they can provide a ‘rare ale’ for the occasion – and of course
for the subsequent enjoyment by their other customers. If they can give
such an assurance they are listed for a visit. (For one reason or another, a
listed pub may fail to provide a ‘rare ale’ on the day, and the trailers may
move on so as to give extra support to those pubs that have.) A couple of
recent ones are reported on below.
BADRAG also encourages the support of bars that regularly have
such ‘rare ales’, and would like to hear from Pints West readers or
licensees with details of bars that stock them on a regular or occasional
basis, and what particular styles they stock. Please email badrag@
camrabristol.org.uk with details, and where appropriate we will get the
pub’s details in WhatPub (whatpub.com) updated.

Bedminster and Harbourside Rare Black Ales Trail

A lucky thirteen trailers turned up at the Robert Fitzharding in
Bedminster at noon on Saturday 24th September where we were kindly
treated (once again) to small hot eats to kick the day off – many thanks
to John the manager. Back to the main theme of the day – dark ale.
We sampled Mauldons Black Adder (5.3%), Green Jack Lurcher stout
(4.8%) and RCH Old Slug (4.5%), which were all in good condition ...
until one trailer saw off the Lurcher stout!
Quickly then across the road to the Steam Crane where another fine

THE NEW INN
MAYSHILL

Badminton Road, Mayshill,
Nr Frampton Cotterell, Bristol.
BS36 2NT
01454 773161
dallyinns@aol.com
Great Home Cooking
7 Days A Week
Real Ales & Cider

CAMRA Members
discount every day.
Please show your
membership
card
before ordering.
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BADRAG, the Bristol & District Rare Ales Group,
is a campaigning group within the local branch
of CAMRA, the Campaign for Real Ale. Its aim is
to promote the rarer styles of ale such as stouts,
porters, old ales, barley wines and milds.
www.camrabristol.org.uk BADRAG@camrabristol.org.uk

dark ale, Plain Ales Inncognito port stout (4.8%) was available.
Another quick hop took us over to the Hare which had kindly
opened half an hour early to allow us to enjoy Binghams Doodle Stout
(5%), a nice chocolatey stout which was one of the finest beers of the
day.
The next stop was due to be the Nova Scotia but the grapevine
informed us that no dark ale was available so the more able members
made their way over the hills of Southville to Vauxhall bridge and on
to the Merchants Arms where landlord Mike had Bristol Beer Factory
Milk Stout (4.5%) on cask – something rarely seen other than in keg I
believe.
Meanwhile the other half of the party made their way to the Orchard
(the best place in the South West for cider, but no dark ale today) before
taking the cross harbour ferry to catch up with us in the Bag of Nails.
We also had four other trailers join us for this last leg. The Bag was very
busy but we did manage to squeeze in to sample Waen Brewery (now
closed I was informed) Brazilian Dark Chocolate Stout (4.5%). This beer
was odd in that it seemed, to me, overpowered with a bitter orange taste
which masked the taste of any chocolate or coffee.
Then on to the Three Tuns for a choice of Plain Ales Inncognito,
Bad Co Dazed & Confused, a 5% ‘modern milk stout’, and Firebrand
Black Saison (5%).
Another quick hop around the corner to the final port of call, the
Lime Kiln. Here landlord Paul had laid on Staggeringly Good Dawn
Stealer, a 5.2% black IPA. Though IPAs are not normally my personal
beer of choice, this black one proved a worthy way to round off the day.
Many thanks to all those pubs who kindly laid on the dark ales, many
of which are rarely seen in these parts.

What’s in beer -

the good, the bad and the bubbly

T

he long lost Oakhill brewery was established in 1784 near
Binegar in North Somerset and made its name and a fair
proportion of its profits from its renowned Invalid Stout. The
brewery even had their own little branch line along which trains
distributed this elixir to the sick and needy throughout the South West.
Stout was then popularly regarded as a healthy drink – having already
made a fortune for Arthur Guinness in Dublin. The living yeast in each
bottle-conditioned brew provided essential water-soluble vitamins
for those whose diet may have been lacking. The carbon dioxide gas
produced by the yeast fermenting in the bottle may be no different from
the CO2 fizz that can be added from a gas cylinder, but there is no health
benefit in the latter.
A well-known global beer brand once used to advertise that it
was better for you because in their lager ‘more of the sugar has been
turned to alcohol’. So which is worse – sugar or alcohol? The refined
sugar or sucrose used in cooking (and some home-brewing) is a simple
disaccharide consisting of one molecule of glucose attached to a
molecule of fructose. Glucose (dextrose or grape sugar) is definitely
good for you – every cell in the body can use it for fuel and it is the
essential and sole energy source for the brain. Fructose or fruit sugar
isn’t quite so good. It needs the specific liver enzyme fructokinase to
eventually convert it into energy. This adds to the work that the liver
has to do when it is busy dealing with other energy source in beer – the
alcohol. The great advantage of the malted barley used by brewers is
that maltose derived from the starch in barley is also a disaccharide, but
it consists of two molecules of glucose. Twice the benefit!
Lactose is yet another disaccharide found in milk (hence the name),
consisting of a molecule of galactose and a molecule of glucose.
Because of its source it is considered beneficial, except in individuals
who lack the lactase enzyme that splits the molecule and are therefore
lactose intolerant. (Guinness, with its famous creamy head providing a

hint of milk, isn’t a milk stout and does not contain lactose). Unusually,
beer is one of the few foodstuffs that can be sold without displaying a
list of contents apart from the alcoholic content. Any beer containing
lactose should carry a warning label because of the risk to those with
lactose intolerance. Similarly, cloudy wheat beers may contain gluten, a
wheat protein that is insoluble in water and which some individuals with
a coeliac condition cannot tolerate.
Turning to the alcohol in beer: this is ethanol, the only simple
aliphatic alcohol that can be consumed safely in quantity. All its close
relatives (methanol, propyl alcohol, butyl alcohol and the ethylene
glycol found in anti-freeze) are extremely toxic. Ethanol is ten thousand
times less potent on a weight for weight basis than the average
sleeping pill. For example, you would need 6 to 7 units of alcohol
(over 50 grams) to get the same effect as a single 5mg tablet of Valium.
Methanol, which is a common contaminant of illicit distilling, can
be fatal at as little as 25 grams (3 units). The difference in toxicity is
due to their breakdown products created in the liver. With ethanol the
immediate breakdown product is acetaldehyde (responsible for many of
the symptoms of a hangover) which is then converted to the innocuous
acetate that delivers the calories from ethanol. With methanol the first
product is formaldehyde, more commonly used to pickle and preserve
cadavers. It certainly doesn’t preserve the unknowing methanol drinker!
The end product is formate – related to formic acid, the ant-bite poison –
and also not good for you.
However, there is more good news this month – a scientific study
published earlier in the British Journal of Sports Medicine found that
taking brisk exercise could counteract the adverse effects of drinking.
This clearly demonstrates that undertaking a brisk pub crawl (sorry –
walk) is far better for you than sitting in a single pub for a session of
drinking. So, enjoy your Christmas stroll between pubs and keep in
good health!

Around the corner and we were at the Brewhouse & Kitchen in
Cotham Hill. The ale enjoyed there was a brown ale, their own unfined
Big W at 3.5% which proved ‘refreshing’ after all of those stronger ales.
The final pub of the day was Bristol’s second micropub, Chums
in Chandos Road, just across the border in Redland. It seems that the
best may have been left for last since landlord Mark excelled himself in
providing what many thought was the ‘Ale of the Trail’, namely Grey
Trees Black Road Stout at 4%.
Our thanks for an excellent trail go to researcher Michael Bertagne,
to Jerry Fletcher for leading the trail, and most importantly to the pubs
that put themselves out to lay on a BADRAG style ale which inevitably
means they have to sell much of the cask to their regulars after the
trailers have passed through.

Future BADRAG events

Dr Pete Taberner

Clifton Rare Ales Trail

From noon on Saturday 22nd October fine weather saw trailers begin
to gather in the Nettle & Rye in Clifton Village. The number during
the day reached about 30 trailers, including some from the Cheltenham
branch of CAMRA. Some joined and left the trail during the afternoon at
various pubs, joining the trail for only a few pubs as is often the norm.
The Nettle and Rye had a large number of ales available with six on
cask and more than ten on keg. The New Bristol Brewery Super Deluxe
Stout at 7% proved popular with the trailers and, similar to other high
ABV beers, worked well on keg which was the method of dispense in
this case. There were some other ‘rare ales’ on keg, but for many the
quest was for ‘rare real ales’, that is those on cask.
The Good Beer Guide-listed Portcullis was that next pub, where
Paul and Dee, who have now taken over the pub’s tenancy from
Dawkins, satisfied us with a cask of Burton Bridge Porter at 4.5%.
We enjoyed the view while walking along Royal York Crescent and
on to the Lansdown where landlord Charles had the dark porter Cheddar
Totty Pot (4.5%) on. It soon ran out, but always aiming to please, the bar
staff and his wife Amanda kindly went down to the cellar returning with
jugs of gravity-dispensed Totty Pot from the next cask. And very nice it
was too.
The trail went downhill then (literally) to the Eldon House where an
unusual, but perhaps not rare, IPA had been laid on for us.
The Quinton House provided GWB Hop Bucket, a strong IPA at
5.5%. At that point a number of the early trailers appeared to lose their
legs and dropped out of the chase, though fortunately others joined in
their place.
The next pub was the Victoria next door to the Clifton Lido, where
we declined the temptation to get wet outside and continued to get wet
inside with Alechemy Chocolate Orange (5%) and Dawkins Resolution
strong IPA (5.3%), the first and only double BADRAG offering thanks to
licensee Deacs.
The WG Grace was an extra pub added based on pre-trail
intelligence that they had Theakston’s Vanilla Stout (4.5%), a tail ender of
the Wetherspoon’s beer festival that finished the following day.

Other BADRAG news
As the group had enjoyed a BADRAG ‘Day on the Dark Side’ at
the New Inn, Mayshill, during February, we are delighted that Simon
Sherwell and his team have taken up the challenge of fielding a similar
event at the Old Bank in Keynsham next February (details are below).
The October Wetherspoon’s beer festival included some interesting
rare ale styles that your scribe enjoyed in Nailsea at the Glass Maker
and in Bristol at the Commercial Rooms and WG Grace. These
included Liberation Pilsner (3.8%), Everards Pitch Black (4.3%),
Theakston’s Vanilla Stout (4.5%), Adnams Sloe Porter (5.0%), Arundel
Coffee Milk Stout (5.0%), and Birrificio Foglie D’erba Hot Night at the
Village, a 5.0% porter.
And finally, Cronx Entire Stout was reported to be in the Red Lion,
Whitehall Road, on 23rd October. The Cronx Brewery of Croydon
only advertises a Cronx Entire Porter, at 5.2%, so maybe our reporter
enjoyed enough to muddle the memory.

BADRAG Annual Review Gathering
Saturday 14th January

Join us in the upstairs room of the Portcullis in Clifton (just down
from the Suspension Bridge) from 12 noon until approximately 3pm.
Come and have a chat about BADRAG, what it has achieved in the past
year, and suggestions for the coming year.

BADRAG Rare Ales Winter Fest
Saturday 18th February

Join with the BADRAG campaigners and our supporter, the Old
Bank on the High Street in Keynsham (a pub which usually has one
dark ale on the bar), to enjoy a selection of ‘rare ales’ at ‘happy hour’
prices – 50p off a pint! The plan (at the time of writing) is to have a
winter hog roast, with a pork roll and all the trimmings for £3.50. It is
intend to have four ales on the stillage in the heated garden marquee and
two ‘rare ales’ inside on the bar, accompanying the one golden and the
core bitter, Otter Ale. If you have any favourite ‘rare ale’ you would like
included for this fest in February, email Laurie.Gibney@blueyonder.
co.uk with suggestions by early January 2017.
For details of events, including any possible changes to details, keep
an eye on the CAMRA diary at www.camrabristol.org.uk/diary.html,
and for details of transport to any pub see whatpub.com.

Laurie Gibney, Michael Bertagne and Phil Luxton
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What’s happening in

A special GWB brew
at the award-winning
Salutation Inn

Wapping Wharf?
I
f you go down from Bristol’s Floating Harbour to Gaol Ferry Steps,
you may be in for a big surprise, with shops, restaurants, bars and cafes
popping up by the week at the new development at Wapping Wharf.
Although there’s currently no cask ale on offer at Wapping Wharf,
real ale lovers shouldn’t despair, as they will be able to find something to
sate their tastes with a number of venues selling what they’re looking for
in the form of bottle-conditioned beers (real ale in a bottle) or even canconditioned beers (real ale in a can!).
Starting from the top of Gaol Ferry Steps, Bertha’s Pizza offers cans
from Moor Beer – recently gaining accreditation from CAMRA as being
real ale (see separate article) – and bottle-conditioned beers from Wiper
& True to enjoy alongside sourdough pizzas cooked in their three-tonne
Neapolitan pizza oven.
At the foot of Gaol Ferry Steps can be found Better Food, the third store
of its kind to go alongside those in St Werburghs and on Whiteladies Road.
Better Food stock a large number of bottled ales (many of which are bottleconditioned) and ciders and canned ales, featuring local breweries such as
Dawkins, Incredible, Arbor, Left Handed Giant, Wiper & True, Bristol Beer
Factory, Bath Ales, Good Chemistry and Moor.
Next to Better Food is Little Victories, predominantly a coffee shop, but
in the evenings serving Lost & Grounded and Left Handed Giant ales on
keg, alongside ciders, wines and coffee cocktails.
Perhaps the most striking part of Wapping Wharf is Cargo, a series
of shops and restaurants hosted in a two-tier set of converted shipping
containers. Within Cargo can be found the relocated Bristol Cider Shop,
having moved from its previous premises on Christmas Steps. The shop
stocks over 100 types of cider, and hosts regular cider (and cheese) tasting
evenings.
Two container doors up – a barber shop keeps them apart – from Bristol
Cider Shop is Corks at Cargo, an off-shoot of Corks’ two main shops on
Cotham Hill near Clifton Down and North Street in Bedminster. Although
Corks at Cargo currently mainly stocks wine, there are a number of bottled
ales to buy.
At the end of Cargo is Pigsty, a restaurant brought by the people behind
the Jolly Hog, which offers a pork-based menu and a number of Wiper &
True bottled-conditioned ales to wash down the sausages, bacon and pork
burgers.
Opposite Pigsty is Wild Beer at Wapping Wharf, which serves a large
and varied range of ales brewed by Wild Beer and other brewers from its 22
keg lines, alongside a number of different bottled and canned ales.
In the last few weeks it’s been announced that a second Cargo (Cargo 2)
will be built in earlier 2017 – twice the size of the current Cargo – and real
ale fans will be watching out for announcements about the establishments to
be contained within, hopeful that their tastes will be catered for even more
than they currently are down at Wapping Wharf.

G

WB beers have been a long-term staple at the Salutation Inn,
Ham, and as part of the local ‘Brew Sessions’ landlord Pete
Tiley invited the GWB team along to use the pub’s equipment to
produce a one-off special brew.
This event took place on Saturday 15th October and it was
decided that the recipe would be a tweaked version of GWB’s existing
Hambrook Pale Ale. The resulting beer, which went down very well
at the pub, had flavours which included citrus and tropical fruits, with a
zesty bitter finish. This 4.5% pale ale, after much head scratching, was
given the name of Ham-Brook!

There are many bottle-conditioned beers at Better Food

From left to right, the GWB team – Ashley Stone, Sam Tanner,
Leanne Stone and Neil Luton – and Pete Tiley

Ashley Stone and Pete Tiley brewing Ham-Brook
at the Salutation Inn

Other news from GWB

Following on from the rebranding of pump clips and bottle labels,
a new comprehensive website has been released – take a look at it at
www.gwbrewery.co.uk.
A number of new beers have been brewed recently. Hop Rocket
(5.5% ABV and their strongest beer so far) was and Indian pale ale
brewed for bonfire night, with Wiamea as the most prominent hop
giving piney and citrus attributes, and a dry bitter finish. Alpha

Stephen Edmonds

Introducing A

Centauri (4.37%) is an American pale ale, with flavours of tropical
fruits – grapefruit is the most dominant taste at first with hint of melon
and peaches – and zesty bitter finish. And then there is their festive
contribution in the form of Sleigh Rye’d (4.4%), a rye pale ale with
grapefruit, floral and bitter-spice finish.
Customers wishing to stock up for Christmas, but have problems
in getting to the Hambrook brewery shop, will be pleased to know that
GWB will have a full range of beers available to
buy from their chalet at the Broadmead Christmas
market, 2nd to 23rd December.

Cristmas Rye Pale Ale

Bristol Cider Shop and Corks at Cargo

SLEIGH
RYE’D

ABV - 4.4%
Style - Rye Pale Ale
Colour - Amber
Tasting Notes - A careful balance
of Hops and malts. German and
American hops create Grapefruit
and citrus mix, while
balancing the full bodied sweetness from the cystal and the
spicy ﬁnish from the Rye.
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Pigsty

Sally in top four
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aving been declared National Pub of the
Year in 2014, the Salutation Inn in Ham has
once again made it to the finalist round of the
CAMRA Pub of the Year awards, one of just four
outstanding pubs to reach this stage.
Landlord Peter Tiley said: “We’re immensely
proud that the Sally has made it into the top four
pubs in the UK. We thought we had more than
ridden our luck in 2014 so we’re completely
shocked to find ourselves as finalists once again.
We’ve all worked incredibly hard this year, what
with brewing beer, keeping pigs and chickens,
making Sally Cider and all the other events, so it’s
amazing to have that hard work acknowledged in
this way. Reaching the top four is a huge credit to
the staff and the wonderful community of locals
who have supported and given so much to this
little pub.”
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Westbury Oktoberfest
at the Horse & Groom

News from the CAMRA Bath & Borders branch

Pub News
Bath and Surrounding Villages
Curfew, 11 Cleveland Place

The Curfew Ale House, which was closed in the summer for a
major refurbishment, re-opened on 26th August under new owners
and landlords Daniel and Emily Brew. The revamp has seen the
pub’s interior stripped out and a new bar fitted. The ground floor has
been raised whilst traditional heritage colours have been used for the
paintwork. Upstairs the former games room has been turned into a
function room, large enough to accommodate 70 people, or 40 for a
sit-down meal, and is equipped with its own bar and big screen for
presentations – and is available for private hire. Meanwhile the beer
garden out back, which makes a delightful and secluded sun-trap, has
also been revamped. The pub offers a simple lunchtime and evening
food menu with ingredients sourced locally. The new owners are
focussing on a wide range of traditional beers and specially selected
wines.

Hop Pole, 7 Albion Buildings, Upper Bristol Road
Salamander, 3 John Street

A new pubco has been formed by two pub managers from the
Bristol area, James King and James Prangell, to take on leases of
four pubs, including the Hop Pole and the Salamander in Bath. We
understand that St Austell, which bought Bath Ales in the late summer,
will retain overall ownership (or rather the primary lessees) of the two
pubs and that the new pubco, to be called Prangell and King Pub Co
Ltd, will lease them. The other two pubs to be run by the new company
are both in the Bristol area, the Swan at Swineford and the Hollybush.

Packhorse, Southstoke, near Bath

The community buy-out of this old village pub is well underway. So
far over £700,000 has been raised and it is looking likely that, following
some refurbishment, the pub will re-open next year. Villagers are
considering whether to open up the pub for one night soon to coincide
with a CAMRA visit.

Wansdyke, 51 Upper Bloomfield Rd, Bath

This Wadworth-owned pub, in the Odd Down area of Bath, was
found to be closed at the end of October. The building was boarded
up and a skip had been placed outside. Staff at the next-door Indian
restaurant confirmed that the pub had closed around six months before
and the upstairs converted to a martial arts gym and flats. We are not
certain whether the closure is permanent at this stage.

West Wiltshire
King’s Arms (formerly Muddy Duck), Monton Farleigh,
near Bradford-on-Avon

This 150-year-old pub had been facing closure and partially closed
in July. Locals, however, have rallied together to take over the pub
until the lease runs out in early 2017 and a new landlord is found. One
of the first acts of the villagers, led by pub regular Joy Spiers, was to
re-instate the pub’s original name. It had been changed to the Muddy
Duck in 2013 but the new name’s frivolous nature had always proved
unpopular with locals. It was feared that the King’s Arms, reputed to be
the most haunted pub in Wiltshire, would go the same way as the village
shop, which closed in 2014. As a result a group of 20 volunteers have
all committed to work at least one shift over the coming months. The
bar, which for the time being no longer serves food, is open Thursdays,
Fridays and Saturdays. One of the village’s oldest residents, 83-year-old
Phyllis Thorne, served the first customer when the pub re-opened on
Thursday 1st September. The rescue bid does have the backing of the
premises’ owners Punch Taverns, who said (in September) that they will
begin recruiting a new publican to take on the pub long-term.
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John Bull, Westfield Road, Trowbridge

This modern estate pub on the western edge of Trowbridge closed
in the summer. The Wadworth-owned sports-TV-orientated pub was
boarded up at the time of writing and its future is uncertain.

Wiltshire Yeoman, Chilmark Road, Trowbridge

There is concern that this Greene King-owned pub on the northern
edge of Trowbridge could be under threat of closure. The Wiltshire
Yeoman was originally an isolated farmhouse but, as it became
incorporated into the large Broadmead housing development in the
1980s, it became a pub. Local councillor John Knight is worried that the
potential sell-off of the pub could result in the heart of the Broadmead
community being lost and has expressed his hope that concerned
residents rally together to create a campaign group to make sure their
views are heard about the potential loss of the pub. Greene King have
confirmed that they have no plans to close any of their pubs in the town,
which include the Black Horse on Frome Road, They are looking to sell
the 0.87 acre plot on which the pub sits for £450,000 freehold. For the
time being the pub remains open and Greene King have confirmed that
there are no plans to cease trading.

White Hart, Lane End, Corsley, near Warminster

This large roadside pub, which had been closed for around three
years, re-opened on Monday 15th August. The pub, situated on the A362
around midway between Frome and Warminster and on the junction
of the road that leads to Longleat Safari Park, has undergone a major
refurbishment.

Steve Hunt

Brewery News
Twisted Brewing, Westbury

Twisted Brewing is a microbrewery, set up in 2014, overlooked by
the White Horse of Westbury in West Wiltshire. The company produces
a range of six regular beers, and a few seasonal or special occasion
beers, alongside which it continues to retail beers from breweries not
normally available in the area.
Their core beers are Three & Sixpence (3.6%), Rider (4.0%),
Pirate (4.2%), Conscript (4.2%), Gaucho (4.6%), and the latest
addition WTF, a 3.8% pale chestnut-coloured session ale inspired by
New Zealand hops and which was launched as the festival special at
the recent Westbury Oktoberfest. The seasonal beer of the moment
(autumn) is Veteran, a chestnut 4.2% hoppy beer that commemorates
Remembrance Day (Twisted makes a donation each year to the Royal
British Legion in honour of those that serve or have served in the armed
forces). Piper is the winter seasonal, described as an ale that has been
double hopped to provide a clean finish, with the four malt combination
imparting a coffee flavour to balance the gentle citrus aroma.
Recent featured ‘guest beers’ have come from Nethergate and
Nelson from Essex, Crossbay Brewing from Lancashire and Milestone
from Nottingham.
The team at Twisted is small, comprising three friends Andrew,
Ollie and Mark. Andrew has a long history of commercial operations
and is the main brewer; he experiments with ingredients and ensures
each batch is monitored and evaluated prior to dispatch. Ollie spent a
lifetime in the British Army and brings organisational skills, the guest
ale programme and a sense of humour to the brewery. Mark is also an
ex-serviceman having spent 15 years in the RAF Regiment; he looks
after logistics!
They held a brewery open evening on 29th September as part of the
Westbury Music and Arts Festival. It sold out and a second event was
held on 6th October, whilst another is planned for before Christmas.
The brewery was also involved in the organisation of Westbury’s first
beer festival for many years, the aforementioned Westbury Oktoberfest,
which took place on 22nd October at the Horse & Groom in Alfred
Street (see separate article). Meanwhile filtered and carbonated versions
of Pirate and Conscript are now available in 500ml bottles.

Steve Hunt

T

he first beer festival to be held in Westbury for many years took place on Saturday 22nd October at
the Horse & Groom on Alfred Street. It was a small-scale but professionally run event and took the
form of a sort of mini Oktoberfest, with long trestle tables, blue-and-white diamond patterned bunting
and flags, a German style barbecue (featuring large bratwursts, frankfurters and frikadellen, all available
with sauerkraut), and three strong German ‘Oktoberfestbiers’ available at the bar.
The festival itself was held in a marquee, which had been erected alongside the pub. There was probably
enough room to accommodate around a hundred customers. The food and beer were served along one side
of the marquee near the entrance. Halfway along the other side was a kind of alcove for the live music. The
MGBs, a local amplified-acoustic threesome, provided the entertainment in the afternoon whilst another
local band, Stamp, took over in the evening.
Twisted Brewing had been very much involved in setting up and running the beer festival and
had provided a special beer, a heavily hopped Westbury Festival at 3.8%, for the event (now gone into
production as one of their core beers and branded WTF).
I arrived shortly after midday and was one of the first customers. The live music found the right balance
between being loud enough to give an enjoyable and very polished performance, but not so loud as to
overwhelm conversation. By mid-afternoon there was quite a crowd in the marquee and it was good to see
a fair proportion of younger
people and a good proportion
of female customers enjoying
the festival.
In all there were nine cask
beers, three strong German
‘festbiers’ and two ciders
from Handmade available in
the marquee. I tried all nine
WESTBURY
of the cask beers and two of
An authentic micro brewery producing
handcrafted beers of awesomeness.
the Germans. They were all
in good condition. For me
PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY
the stand-out cask beers were
the Twisted Festival special,
the Bespoke Over-a-Barrel,
the Tiny Rebel Cwtch and
the Arbor Ales Shangri-La,
but absolutely the best beer
was the Titanic Plum Porter:
it was superb. (Had I been
drinking this beer in a pub at
this quality I would have given
it a maximum score!) It was
so good I had a second one
to round off my visit before
cycling home.
So congratulations to
Bob and Carol Musker, the
landlords of the Horse &
Groom, and their staff, and
Andy from Twisted Brewing,
for an enjoyable and very
well run festival. I’m already
looking forward to next year’s.

Slightly Twisted
golden ale

Tel:
01373 864441
orders@twisted-brewing.com

Steve Hunt

Albion – Bath’s latest brewery

Bath has a new brewery. The Albion Brewing Company started in April 2016 in the Poets’
Corner area of Bear Flat (where all the streets are named after famous poets or writers).
In what is barely big enough to be deemed a nanobrewery (maybe a
picobrewery?), Harry Spellar is brewing and supplying bottle-conditioned
beers to a few outlets in Bath, including Wolf Wine shop in Bath’s Green
Park Station, Bath Pizza Company and, last but not least, the Royal Crescent
Hotel.
Currently being brewed are two beers, Paradise Lost, an amber ale, and
The Tempest which is a rye beer with the addition of juniper. Harry hopes
to expand the range and capacity so watch this space (or follow Harry on
Twitter @AlbionBrewingCo or Facebook).

Trevor Cromie

Kettlesmith, Bradford-on-Avon

This new brewery’s first open day was held on Saturday 24th September. Two new beers, a
Belgian Amber and a first IPA, were being served and bottles of Kettlesmith’s established range
were available to buy.
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The end of a great tradition?
O

ne of the great traditions of the Star on the Paragon in Bath is
no more – thanks to a high-handed and abrupt decision by AB
InBev, the brewers of Bass. For many years now, it has been
the habit to bring Bass up from the cellar on a lift which raises the
kilderkins – 18-gallon casks – to the bar area. Ask for Bass, and the bar
staff will tap off the beer into a jug, ready to pour it into your glass. So
popular is this that Paul Waters, the landlord, was a regular purchaser of
kilderkins. It has to be admitted that this was slightly unusual – many
pubs simply do not get through the same quantities of beer which means
the beer would go off before they could sell it all. But this did not apply
at the Star.
When he bought his most recent consignment, there was no
indication of any trouble. So Paul had no inkling, when he received a
phone call from InBev, of the bad news he was about to receive. ‘Make
the most of those barrels,’ the spokesperson said, ‘That’s the last you’re
getting. We’re not going to do 18s any longer. We’re reducing them to
10s.’
There’s a lot that’s wrong with that decision. Firstly, as a matter of
courtesy, those landlords, like Paul, who were buying them should have
had longer notice. Secondly, for busy pubs, 18s are more efficient. And
finally, 10s are not a usual European size. It’s American.
Anheuser, the A part of AB InBev, is an American company.
Although they claim to be proud of their European heritage and of
being a global brewery, it is a very big player in the USA. So despite
all their claims of respecting heritage it is only their American heritage
the company seems interested in. The grand old English measure of
a kilderkin will be swept away. And if they are going to use 10s, one
can guess that it won’t be long before the firkin – or 9 – will also go.
Is this, perhaps, a result of Brexit? Are AB InBev getting ready to pull
out supplying the UK market? It looks ominously like it. British pubs
are geared up to the old sizes. A change like this will have far-reaching
implications for many. The Bell in Walcot Street, Bath, for instance, has
racks in its cellar designed specifically to take 9s.
For Paul Waters, it means some rapid rethinking. For the present,
Bass will now take up one of the valuable hand pumps – the cradles are

by Eddie Taberner
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he results of the UK round of the World Beer Awards 2016 (www.
worldbeerawards.com/2016/europe/united-kingdom.html) were
announced just as the last Pints West (issue 111) went to press.
The World Beer Awards conducts blind tasting of all entries in each of
the 37 categories under the guidance of the international chairman, the
beer writer and occasional Pints West contributor, Adrian Tierney-Jones.
Electric Bear Brewing in Brassmill Lane, Bath, had a hat-trick
of wins with Mochachocolata Ya Ya!, their coffee caramel milk stout
(5.1%) winning the flavoured beer (chocolate and coffee) category.
Heisenberg, a double-decoction dopplebock (9.1%) came first in the
best strong lager category, and Samurye, a 5.6% rice and rye brew,
came first in the rice category. Perhaps as a result Chris Lewis and his
team are putting their new 20-barrel fermentation tanks and 2,000-litre
conditioning tank to good use trying to keep up with demand.
Of course man cannot live by beer alone and a selection of Electric
Bear bottled beers are now stocked nationally by the mini burger chain
Handmade Burger Co – the Bath branch is on Upper Borough Walls
(previously the Central Bar).
By the time you read this their Fire and Brew joint venture with
Krow Coles (co-owner of Honeys Midford Cider) and Jeanine Pellicci
should be up and running on Moorland Road, Bath. Fire and Brew
will be a pizza restaurant and craft beer and cider bar on the corner site
previously occupied by the Party Shop.
Electric Bear will once again have a stall at the Bath Christmas
Market, which runs from 24th November to 11th December. Keep an
eye on WhatPub for their latest brewery tap opening hours.

Trevor Cromie

Jacqui and Chris Lewis with their World Beer Awards certificates

Progress at the Royal Oak

R

Paul Waters is usually happy serving beer – but here he sadly fills
a jug from the barrel for almost the last time.

Regulars at the Star, who have availed themselves of its
traditional approach for many years, are unhappy at the decision.

Electric Bear award hat-trick
T

too big to take 10s. So that means one less guest ale. On busy evenings,
such as after a Bath Rugby home match, you may find yourself waiting
while Paul has to change the barrel.
Like Paul, most regulars at the Star thinks it’s a ridiculous and illconceived plan by AB InBev, forcing changes on the Star without even
the courtesy of an apology. AB InBev should at least let the drinkers of
Britain – who, despite qualms about changes in the company, have gone
on drinking Bass with its historic trademark and putting money in the
company’s pocket – just what their future intentions are. So come on,
AB InBev – just what game are you playing?
I should add that the good news for regulars is that Abbey Ales’
Bellringer is still very much available!

Kirsten Elliott

alph’s Ruin is likely to be complete by the middle of February.
By this I am not alluding to a fall from grace of the pub dog
(Ralph) but the keenly anticipated installation of brewing
equipment at Royal Oak near Oldfield Park railway station in Bath.
The brewery plant is now on order and is scheduled for delivery at
the beginning of February. So, by the time that the next issue of Pints
West is distributed, it is hoped that Bath’s latest brewery will be in
production.
During February the pub proposes to run a beer festival which
will be an added incentive to complete this installation. The festival is
planned for the week of Monday 20th February to Saturday 26th. It will
not be a themed festival but one where ales will be selected on the basis
of suggestions from the customers. It is intended that there will be 30 or
more beers with as many available as possible using a stillage and the
beer engines on the bar.
The new year is certainly going to be a busy time for the landlord
Chris Powell and his staff. In addition to preparation of the brewery
and the festival referred to above it will be the 5th anniversary of Chris

taking over the pub. There will
be a week of celebration from
Monday 16th January to Saturday
21st under the headline of ‘A Bit
of What You Fancy with James
and Nancy’. For those not in the
know this is a reference to James
Fagan and Nancy Kerr who are
folk singers from Sheffield and
former regulars at the pub. They
are organising a series of musical
treats during the week for Chris
starting with Simpson, Cutting
and Kerr.
These events and beer lists, etc, can be followed using the website
which is updated every Monday. There are two Royal Oaks in Bath but
the website for this one is www.theroyaloakbath.co.uk.

Phill the Pint

Frome Beer Festival 2017

T

he 2016 Frome Beer Festival, the first in the town for many years,
was an outstanding success, with over 600 tickets sold, and the
Saturday night a sell-out. The festival, run by the Cheese and
Grain (a local non-profit-making charity) and two enthusiastic local
CAMRA members, offered 33 beers and 10 ciders, all enthusiastically
consumed by the lively and friendly crowd.
Beer of the 2016 festival was Wild Beer’s Millionaire, narrowly
ahead of first-time brewers, Silent Brewing’s Deep Throat, making its
public debut at the festival. Third place was taken by Beerd’s excellent
Convict. The run-away winner of cider of the festival was Gwynt Y
Ddraig’s Black Dragon.
By all accounts reactions have been very favourable and they will
endeavour to repeat the experience next year. The 2017 festival takes
place on Friday 17th March (6pm to 11pm) and Saturday 18th March
(11am to 3pm and 6pm to 11pm). It is hoped to increase the range of
beers with many old favourites plus some new and rarely available

beers. For instance, Peter Tiley of the Salutation
Inn in Ham, Gloucestershire, whose excellent
beers are seldom seen outside his own pub, has
been asked to supply some beers. There will be
food stalls throughout the festival and live music
at the evening sessions. The Mayor of Frome, Cllr
Toby Eliot, so enjoyed last year’s festival that he
has offered to open the proceedings in 2017.
The CAMRA stall also did outstanding business, recruiting nine new
members.
Tickets for the Frome Beer Festival are on sale now from the Cheese
and Grain – £10 each which includes a souvenir glass, tasting notes and
two half-pints of beer. All further beers will be £1.50 per half pint.

Will George and Mac Macarthur

Twitter @ Fromebeerx2017
Website (soon to be updated) fromebeerfest.co.uk
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Strolling through the pubs
of Bradford-on-Avon

The Packhorse

Owned by the community!

A

C

ongratulations on a fantastic achievement to all the hard working
committee members and of course all those who invested their
money to buy this much loved and sorely missed village pub in
South Stoke, just south of Bath.
A much anticipated and busy public meeting was held in the pub
garden on the evening of 10th September where Dom Moorhouse,
spokesman of the Packhorse committee, announced to the delight
of all present that they had raised an impressive £601,000 from 201
shareholders to buy the pub. The agreed purchase price was £501,000
plus fees and the sale was then completed by the end of September. New
investors are still being sought, so if you are interested, see details at the
end of the article.
As covered in previous Pints West issues, the pub, after years
of under investment, had been sold by Punch Taverns to a property
developer in May 2012. The community made a successful application
for Asset of Community Value (ACV) status and fought off a planning
application for change of use to residential. The owner finally agreed
to sell the pub to the community four years later – demonstrating that
determination and persistence can save what may well seem like a lost
cause.
But the work is by no means over. Work is now starting to get the
pub open by summer 2017. A planning application is due to be lodged
in November for refurbishment works that include a new kitchen

Members of the Packhorse committee
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extension, inside loos, as well as provision for more parking at the
front. All this is complicated by the listed status of the building. The
work is being overseen by committee member and chartered surveyor
Nick Alexander with professional help from Bath-based conservation
architects Nash Partnership and in consultation with a senior
conservation officer at BANES. Volunteers are being sought to help in
the refurbishment – so if you have relevant skills and want to help get
in touch with the Packhorse. The objective is to retain the country pub
character – while increasing the food offering including a new first-floor
dining room.
The Packhorse still needs to raise enough to reach a final
total of £875,000 by Saturday 17th December. This will ensure
that they stay on course for their summer 2017 opening. At the
time of writing (mid November) they had raised £710,000 from
280 investors.
If you want to help, the minimum investment is £500.
The share offer documents, including business plan, can be
downloaded from www.southstoke.net or contact Trevor John,
the chair, on 01225 833 387 or by emailing trevor.ttjohn@gmail.
com.
Keep up to date with all things Packhorse on Facebook and
Twitter – Save The Packhorse.
The next ‘Save The packhorse’ event is scheduled for
Saturday 17th December in front of the pub, where they hope to
have good news on the planning application and fundraising. All
welcome.

The announcement at the Packhorse 10th September

Tom Chapman

short train ride east of Bath
and Bristol lies the small
Wiltshire town of Bradfordon-Avon. Despite having fewer
than 10,000 inhabitants, there are
16 pubs in the town that serve real
ale (according to the ever handy
WhatPub.com) and several of them
have made it into CAMRA’s latest
edition of the Good Beer Guide.
Combined with the scenic location,
this made it sound an ideal place to
visit. So a group of expectant pubgoers from Weston, Bristol, Bath,
and Wiltshire CAMRA branches
met up there on a recent Saturday
afternoon to sample a selection of
the hostelries.
A sensible place to start was
provided by Timbrell’s Yard, just
next to the railway station, and the
river. This listed building was once
the home of a local mill owner,
and a recent refurbishment has
transformed it into an inn offering
Some of the group in the garden of the Castle Inn
accommodation, restaurant,
and what really interested us, a
welcoming bar with four real ales and a locally produced cider.
inside the pub for a little longer than planned. But eventually
The range of beer was enthusiastically sampled before we set off
the downpour ceased, and a short walk down narrow alleys and
on our tour.
steps brought us back into the centre of town.
The town lies partly down in the Avon valley, and partly up a
We’d been informed earlier in the afternoon that the Dandy
small hill to the north of the river. Since the hill promised good
Lion pub had reopened just the previous day. Being a curious
views, and equally good pubs, the plan was to do a gentle circuit
crowd we thought we should investigate. It’s a Wadworth pub and
up to the top, pausing for refreshment along the way, before
sadly for us the opening night had been so successful that most
winding back down into the town centre. As we began to climb
of the interesting ales had already been finished, much to the
away from the river we came to the Bunch of Grapes. It’s a
landlord’s (happy) surprise. He promised us that once he’d built
multifunction establishment, and whilst the first room you enter is
up a stable enough custom then several changing guest beers
now a cafe area, continue through into the back room and you’ll
would be added to his line-up. So if you’re ever passing by, pop in
find the bar. It only has a couple of real ales on cask, but it did
and see how they’re doing.
include the local Twisted brewery’s Pirate bitter. Unfortunately we
By this point in the day the Bear Inn was open again, and
finished the barrel halfway through the group being served. And
along we went to see what we’d missed earlier. The current
to add to this temporary setback the pub across the road that we
owners have rebranded it by adding the words ‘Ale, Pie & Cider
were intending to visit, the Bear Inn, was unexpectedly closed for
House’ in foot-high letters across the front of the building. This
a couple of hours, forcing us to slightly tweak our planned circuit.
subtle advertising clearly works, because once inside the house I
Armed with optimism however, we wandered up Woolley
found myself ordering some ale, some cider and some pies. With
Street (which may be a name derived from the town’s textile
four real ales on offer and very tasty homemade pies we were
manufacturing history - it had 30 wool weaving mills in its heyday)
glad we’d succeeded in getting there, even if it was a few hours
where we found the George. Appropriately the building is
later than planned.
Georgian, but was once three different houses which got knocked
Next it was back across the river towards the station.
together inside at some point and turned into a pub. The large
Intriguingly, architectural histories of the town mention that half
dining area and open kitchen just inside the front door shows that
(and only half) of the Grade I listed town bridge is originally
the current owners are clearly aiming at the gastropub market,
Norman (and it’s the upstream half, in case you were wondering).
but the bar area at the rear, next to the garden, had enough
It was now time for some members of the group to depart
space for our group, and three real ales. The low deep leather
homewards, but for a few of us there was just one last treat to
armchairs next to the fire weren’t easy to struggle out of once
sample. The Three Horseshoes, handily right next to the station
the beer was finished, but those of us sitting down managed it
for the train home, is an old coaching inn with four real ales and a
nonetheless.
lively local crowd in the evening. As a thriving pub, it was the ideal
Next up along the hill was the excellent Castle Inn. The
spot to end the trip and reflect on how well the town’s pub scene
sizeable bar offers 6 real ales as well as real cider, and from its
seems to be doing. Five of the pubs we’d just visited had been
sunny garden the views south over the valley were gloriously
heavily refurbished in the last year or two (the Dandy Lion very
revealed, in between the occasional rain shower. If we hadn’t
recently) with the first pub of the day, Timbrell’s Yard, recently
been so conscientious about visiting the other pubs this was
opening as a new pub in a converted old building. All too regularly
somewhere that several of our number commented they could
we hear unwelcome news about threatened pubs closing down,
have happily stayed in all afternoon.
so it’s great for a change to see a small town where the pub
Instead we visited the third of our hilltop pubs, the Rising
culture seems to be on the up right now. Definitely a place I’d
Sun. The chatty locals made this a very friendly place to try the
recommend going to if you like good beer, nice pubs, and the
three real ales and locally produced cider on offer. Which was
occasional view.
Bob Gibson
fortunate since the rain was conspiring at this point to trap us
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Watering Holes in the Desert
brought to you from Weston-super-Mare

I

Imperial

t is always great to see a pub come through difficult times and the
Imperial in the centre of Weston-super-Mare is experiencing a great
recovery after years of fluctuating fortunes, including frequent
changes of ownership, interspersed with periods of closure. After one
such period of closure, the Imperial re-opened in July 2015, under the
leadership of James Willis-Boden. With a mixture of enthusiasm, vision
and business acumen, James has created one of the best drinking and
eating venues in the town centre. One of the town’s oldest pubs is now
a venue that is modern and high-quality, without being sterile and soulless.
When James took over the Imperial he wanted to create something
different from anything else in Weston’s town centre – a venue that was
pleasant to visit, offering an interesting range of drinks, with a food
menu dominated by locally-sourced produce. He has certainly delivered
on both fronts. From an ale-perspective, James started off with just
one beer. As demand increased, this was supplemented with a second
beer and since the summer, a third beer has been added. As part of the
“local produce” objective, Somerset breweries are often seen – with
Milk Street, Glastonbury, Cheddar and Cottage beers being frequently
available. However, you can often come across excellent and interesting
beers from further afield. Unlike some pubs, thought clearly goes into
the beers on offer to create variety and choice for the customer. A good
example of this was evident at a recent visit when the three beers on
were Dark Matter, a blackcurrant porter from the Vale of Glamorgan
brewery, Thirst Blood, an American-style red rye beer from Cameron’s,
and Hambrook Pale Ale from the Great Western Brewery. All three were
served in excellent condition. (Ales on a subsequent visit in order to get
a photograph were Cheddar Ales Brimstone 10, Flying Monk Jackdaw
Porter and Cottage Up and Under, again excellent.)
Away from the real ales, James has also deliberately avoided “the
usual suspects” when it comes to his keg, lager and cider offerings.

Imperial’s general manager, Jimmy
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Laurie Jackson and Tim Nickolls

T

hings are certainly changing at RCH Brewery, based in West
Huish, just outside Weston-super-Mare. For many years RCH
have supplied beer festivals across the country with a massive
range of beers, and have been offering other breweries’ beers (as well as
their own) to their pub clients as part of their wholesaling activity.
But after a detailed review of that part of the business and seeing
how the market has changed, they have taken the decision to stop selling
other breweries’ beers as from the beginning December so they can
focus solely on promoting their own brews and getting them out to more
people.
Dave Turner, who recently joined the RCH team, said: “It’s a big,
bold move for us, as we effectively stop 50% of our activity. The upshot
though is that we have a complete focus on getting our beers into the
glasses of those discerning beer lovers who appreciate the flavour and
quality of a traditionally hand-brewed pint of beer. We’re passionate
about getting everyone to experience our beers and the only way we can
do that is to ensure that our complete time and attention is invested in
servicing the demand for RCH Brewery beers.”
In line with that, Paul Davey has stepped down as a director of the
business and tendered his resignation from the RCH Brewery team.
They are now in the process of working through the transitional period
going to sometime in January when Paul will finish. The brewing
chemicals side of the business will continue until the end of 2016 where

WIN

GET TASTING INVITES

LEARN ABOUT BREWING manorde!

All on our website and Facebook page, go there now
to stay in the loop about all things “beer”!

The keg beers include Vedett Extra Blond from Belgium, Grimbergen
Blonde a 6.7% pale ale also from Belgium, and Brooklyn Lager from
guess where. All the beers have their strengths clearly displayed, along
with descriptions. Fosters, Carlsberg and the like are conspicuous by
their absence. Bottled ciders are from the prolific Orchard Pig company
near Glastonbury. There is a wide range of exclusive wines and an
interesting range of bottled beers from various parts of the globe.
On the food front the Imperial has a developed a very good
reputation and a new menu has recently been launched. The menu is
interesting and wide ranging, supplemented by daily specials. Unusually
for Weston, vegetarians, vegans and gluten-free diets are all well catered
for.
There are various special food promotion nights throughout the
week. Tuesdays sees a ‘Smartphone Quiz Night’. There is occasional
live music – popular local band the Leylines are playing on Saturday
10th December (free admission).
James has converted the upstairs function room into “The Upper
Deck” which he describes as offering classic cocktails and a welcoming
atmosphere, and adds: “We’re open from 8pm until late every Friday
and Saturday night for those who don’t fancy the clubbing scene but still
would like to stay out for a drink after the bars close.”
James and Jimmy, his general manager at the Imperial, are trying
to create something distinctly different from some of the rowdier
“rough and ready” town-centre pubs and the many positive reviews
from visitors (and feedback from numerous local CAMRA members) is
testament to the great progress they have made. If you haven’t visited
the new-look Imperial for a while, give it a try.

Tim Nickolls

rchbrewery.com

at that point it will move over
to a new business being set up
by Paul and his wife Dorinda.
Dave added: “We have
tons of ideas to explore with
our own beers and by ceasing
the wholesale, it gives us the
freedom and focus to do just
that. We’re super excited about
the market and the hunger
for great quality beers and
we know that even though
what we produce is of the best
quality, we can do even more.”

Completely British

At the time of writing, the team were working on two brand new
beers for Christmas. They also have a new permanent beer going
through at the moment, which Dave says they’re very excited about.
This is what he told us: “We’ve seen the market become awash with
heavily hopped beers that are using many American and New Zealand
hops – we continue to stand steadfast in our ethos of our beers being
completely British and as such we’ve come up with our answer to those.
A triple-hopped, golden beer using a four-stage hopping technique
that has been designed to create the beer as our most aromatic yet! It’s
an easy drinking 3.8% ABV and uses Bramling Cross, Boadicea and
Pilgrim hops. We truly believe that British hops have such amazing
qualities that when put in the hands of a brewing maestro can create a
beautifully hopped and aromatic beer without having to wander across
an ocean! A name hasn’t been decided on as yet but once we’ve finalised
that we’ll be letting you know!”

Meet the Brewer

RCH held a ‘Meet the Brewer’ event at the Cabot Court in Westonsuper-Mare in October and it proved so popular, with their beers going
down so well, that the Cabot invited them back to do a tap-takeover
towards the end of November (just as Pints West is at the printers). The
plan was to have seven of their beers on pretty much every pull that
weekend, with some of the RCH team present some of the time.
The Glass Maker in Nailsea, upon hearing about the ‘Meet the
Brewer’ event at the Cabot, has got RCH in on 2nd December too, with
a range of their beers taking over the taps that night as well. Graham,
the RCH brewer, should be there with samples of ingredients and be on
hand to chat with everyone about what the do and how they do it.
Let’s hope this is just the start of many such RCH ventures.

SP

by Eddie Taberner

Pub profile: The

Exhibitionist. The Brit Bar also has a wide range of beers including
Electric Bear Live Wire, Heritage Empire IPA, RCH East Street Cream
and Brentwood Best, in addition to its expanding range of own-brewed
RPM ales. The Regency had Young’s London Gold in addition to the
regulars Bass, Bombardier and Butcombe.
Paul Sprackman has sold the Criterion after nearly eight years. It
had been closed for some time when he took it over and he turned the
place into a Good Beer Guide regular. He has sold it to locals Anthony,
Karen and Mark who had already been working in the pub until the
formal transfer at the end of October. It already seems to have been
rejuvenated, with an expanded beer range and some interesting guest
beers. Paul and his family still own the Waverley in Weston and also the
Woodspring and Golden Lion pubs in Worle.
Just around the corner from the Criterion, the Major of Glengarry
closed overnight and unannounced during September. Happily it
reopened at the end of October under new ownership. The popular St
Austell Tribute has been put on as the ale offering to get things going
and the team hope to develop and expand their range as they get the pub
established again and demand grows.

The Bar Code
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part from the activities captured in the separate article ‘A Round
With Robin’ the Weston-super-Mare CAMRA sub-branch has
supported various BADRAG trails, especially those on 24th
September and 22nd October. Otherwise it has been a fairly quiet
period.
On 1st September several members of the Weston group visited the
Bear in Walliscote Road to celebrate the award of entry into the Good
Beer Guide, a first for this pub, where we enjoyed Cotleigh September
Special, Nethergate Stour Valley Gold and Moles Dark, all in excellent
condition.
The other pubs in Weston continue to offer a very wide and varied
range of real ales, all in very good condition in our experience. During
various recent visits, for example, the Bristol Hotel has had Butcombe
Bitter (the regular beer) plus Wadworth 6X, Sharp’s Atlantic and
Hobgoblin Gold. The Red Admiral supplemented its regular Butcombe
with Otter Poppy Ale. Off The Rails had St Austell Bucket of Blood and
Cottage Southern Belle. The Duke of Oxford offered Twisted Oak Old
Barn and Leveret. The Imperial has had Cameron’s Thirst Blood, Vale
of Glamorgan Dark Matter and GWB Hambrook Pale Ale; the White
Hart has had Sharp’s Special, Church End Red Shirt Blues and GWB

All change at RCH
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A Round With Robin

I

n this half-year round-up I’m
covering beer festivals I’ve been
to, two trips to East Sussex, a trip
to Surrey, a beer festival in a Bristol
Church, and a few exceptional beers
of quality I’ve had in a few pubs of
quality.
I want to mention the interesting
‘Beeriodicals’ that have been held at
the Seven Stars in Thomas Lane in
Bristol; the term Beeriodical which
was coined by Paul Wratten (now
at the Limekiln) refers to a mini
beer festival that takes place at the
beginning of the month, drawing its
beers from one county or region. In
June it was from Nottingham, with beers from Navigation, Black Iris
and Magpie the best; in July it was Cornish beers Star, Black Flag and
Firebrand; in August Norfolk ales from All Day, Fat Cat and Grain.
In September it was beers from Sussex (which now has more than
30 breweries) – representing them in a small way were 360 degrees,
Arundel, Franklin’s, Hammerpot, Long Mans, Gun, Bartleby’s and
Firebird. October brought us Kentish beers, or beers of Kent depending
from which side of the Medway River they were born, with no
exceptional beers but the Goacher beers were the most typical of Kent.
In November, Cambridgeshire beers included Turpin, Three Blind Mice,
Moonshine and Crafty Beers with the Moonshine 13 Beers of 2015
#7 having a most unusual name. Regrettably the ‘Turnip’ brewery (as
advertised) was not represented.
A beer worth a mention that I’ve had in many pubs in Bristol this
half-year is the Staggeringly Good brewery’s VelociRapture, a very
hoppy 6.5% IPA, but also, a bit less hoppy at only 3.8%, is the Great
Heck Chopper.
In July I led a group of friends to a few pubs in North Devon:
starting at the Three Little Pigs in Crediton, this pub as well as having
fine ales and good food, has the most eclectic assortment of pub
artefacts on its walls and ceiling that I know of. Here we had Hanlons

The Cat and Fiddle at Hinton
London Olympia where the beers that I scored more than 4.5/5 were
Hurstpierpoint Hurst Summer (3.9%), Downland Bramber (4.5%),
North Riding Citra Pale (4.5%) and High Weald Greenstede Gold (4%).
In August I and a group of friends from Somerset had been invited
to a tour of pubs in Carshalton, South London, led by Croydon CAMRA
on a Saturday, so I took the opportunity of staying at Selsdon, near
Croydon where I lived for 25 years. I frequented the only pub there, the
Sir Julian Huxley where the Dark Star APA was of exceptional quality
for a Wetherspoon’s pub and was only £2.45 a pint. The food was good
too, and the full English breakfast much cheaper than at my hotel.
At Carshalton I met up with the Croydon and Somerset friends at
the Hope, a regular in the GBG and often the local and regional Pub of
the Year. Although they had some nine beers on, mostly from London,
they had an Arbor beer which I drank, others being from Magic Rock,
Thornbridge and Dark Star. From here to the Racehorse where the

and 15 ciders, and I tried 12 beers. Unusually there were five from the
Cornish Bude brewery, a special from RCH (Bunny’s Honey Pot) and
others from around the UK. My favourite was the Oakham Attila, a
triple-hop brew.
The Gryphon on the corner of Trenchard and Colston Street in
Bristol had its twelfth ‘Metale Festival’ at the beginning of September
with seven beers on stillage and five at the bar. All but one of the beers
was £3 a pint, and I was able again to have Ghost Reaper, and try seven
new beers, my favourites being Staggeringly Good Dawn Stealer Noire
IPA and High Weald Charcoal Burner smoky stout.
A week later I went to the ‘Factoberfest’ at the Tobacco Factory in
Bedminster, which has become something of an institution as it is so
well organised these days. Despite 34 cask ales and ten keg ales from
28 brewers, the outstanding beers were from Bristol Beer Factory with
their Twelve Apostles and Southville Hop, although mention should be
made of the Thornbridge Jaipur and Oakham Green Devil IPA.
I was sorry to hear of the Waen brewery closing; I have enjoyed
their beers at the Cornbubia, Seven Stars and Lime Kiln. At the Brit
Bar in Weston-super-Mare I have enjoyed the Marston’s Golden Stout –
the answer to black IPAs, it is really very good and slightly smoky and
malty for a golden ale.
Despite the beers of quality at the Volunteer Tavern festival in
September, especially the Ghost Reaper, Amber and Wiper & True
collaboration Clockwork Orange (7.4%), and the Dark Star Green
Hopped IPA, it was on our return to the Seven Stars where we drank
the beer of the day, if not my beer of the year, the Vibrant Forest
Summerland, a hoppy session beer at 3.5% giving huge depth of
flavours for a low gravity beer. Two weeks later it was the turn of the
Volunteer Tavern’s sister pub, the Hope and Anchor in Jacob Wells
Road, to have their beer festival and the beers from Great Heck, Black
Iris, Ghost and Bad Company were delightful.

Mark Pilgrim at the Ale and Arty Festival

The Hope at Carshalton

Inside the Three Little Pigs in Crediton
Yellowhammer brewed a few miles away at the Half Moon Village,
and after lunch a short stroll to the Crediton Inn, a regular entry in the
Good Beer Guide (GBG), where four beers were on tap. Catching a bus
was easy to Newton St Cyres village where we repaired to the Crown
and Sceptre for more Yellowhammer, darts or a seat in the secluded
garden. Then a half-mile walk to the Beer Engine, the first of Devon’s
microbreweries in a pub where four of their own brews were available.
We sat in the garden overlooking the little used Tarka Railway line and
the sun dared to come out. We caught one of the three trains a day from
the station next to the pub, and feeling lazy we just stayed at the Great
Western Hotel by Exeter St David’s for some Devon and Somerset
beers until it was time to return home.
On a day trip to Highcliff in Dorset at the end of July, I had to wait
at Hinton Admiral railway station for some forty minutes so found
the Cat and Fiddle at Hinton, just inside the New Forest border, and
enjoyed a near perfect pint of Greene King Old Speckled Hen.
A week later I was at the Great British Beer Festival in
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pub was more interesting than the beer, and to the Greyhound, an old
coaching inn opposite Carshalton ponds owned by Young’s. As I found
to my cost, the Young’s beers were reasonably priced but my Wimbledon
Common 3.7% golden ale was £4.70 a pint being a guest ale. We had got
separated from the main group, but found them at the Windsor Castle
where halves of Long Man Best Bitter and Shepherd Neame Spitfire
only set me back £3.58, restoring me to a better frame of mind. Then to
a pub not visited ever before, the Palmerston, where Harvey’s Sussex
Ale was OK, and the Sun Inn, where the Dorking Gold was better. We
returned to the Hope as it is close to the railway station, where I had
the Magic Dark Arts on keg and the East London Foundation on cask.
The following day I visited a new Wetherspoon’s pub in Croydon,
the Milan Bar set in Grant’s department store where I worked as a
lad. The Twickenham Summer Sun was excellent, and I followed that
with a pint of Sambrooke Wandle in the Green Dragon, a GBG pub
in Croydon. From Croydon I went to East Sussex for a few days and
visited the Anchor Inn at Barcombe and the Cuckmere Arms (at one
time well known as the Golden Galleon), and quaffed Harvey’s Sussex
Bitter at both pubs.
Back in Somerset I went to the Crossways Inn beer festival at
West Huntspill near Highbridge on 27th August, which had 34 beers

Following a chance email from Bristol CAMRA stalwart Norman
Spalding with regard to an Ashley Down beer that had been brewed
for a church event, I visited St Peter’s Henleaze for their ‘Ale and
Arty’ charity festival in October. Reverend Mark Pilgrim, who organised
the event, told me he’d been a CAMRA member in the 1970s and
was hoping to make this an annual affair. Vince Crocker from Ashley
Down had made this beer called Harvest Gamble using wild hops
from the walls by the tennis courts on Derby Road, so it truly was a
local beer. As well as four beers from Ashley Down there were four
from Brewhouse & Kitchen (my favourite at the festival was from them,
the Yankee Cabot APA at 6%), four from Bristol Beer Factory and two
from Purity, and all priced at £3 a pint.
A week after that I went to the Bag of Nails, Three Tuns and Lime
Kiln for their St George’s Road Autumn Beer Festival – I had to spread
it over three days as there was so much choice. My favourite at the Bag
of Nails was the Dark Star Green Hopped IPA, at the Three Tuns the
Marble Lagonda, and at the Lime Kiln the Cronx Nectar from New
Addington near Croydon.
At the end of October I went to Newick in Sussex for their bonfire
and torchlight processions which not only commemorate the Guy
Fawkes plot, but also the 17 martyrs burnt in Lewes High Street by
orders of Queen Mary 1st. I also took the opportunity of visiting the
GBG-listed Royal Oak in Newick, and with friends visited the Dorset
Arms at Withyham, a splendid 16th century pub, both serving Harvey’s
Sussex Bitter.

Robin E Wild
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The Dark Horse

W

ith so many pubs closing it was great to see a reopening when the
former Black Horse on Church Road, Redfield, reopened on the 8th
October as the Dark Horse after a lengthy closure. The popularity
of this move was apparent on opening night, when the pub was packed to the
rafters, and they must be doing something right as it has been equally busy
on subsequent weekends! In the daytime it is more peaceful, an oasis of calm
from the hustle and bustle of Church Road.
The recipe for this success is friendly staff serving up to four real ales
from mostly local breweries directly from the cask, and from seven to ten real
ciders and perries from polypins – in a similar ilk to the Dark Horse’s sister
pub, the Plough in Taunton.
The refurbishment of the interior of the pub is a work in progress, the
aim being to have a traditional, welcoming pub (the pool table and gaming
machines are gone). The main room features a seating area either side of
the bar, with a real fire off to the right. If you walk to the back there is a
mirrored door. Pass through this and you enter a capacious function room,
complete with mirror-ball. This room is being refurbished now – in fact there
is apparently a third room which can also be brought into use! It’s planned to
have an outdoor area for smokers and others, with tables and seats in time.
Food is in the shape of the ever-popular Pieminister pies, with ‘British
tapas’ also
featuring – think
of pickles,
cheeses, meats
and tempura
cockles! The
Dark Horse
is active on
social media,
and as a proper
community pub it holds numerous events – the weekly quiz is on Tuesdays and there is
open mic on Sunday evenings.
Opening hours are generous, with the doors opening at 11am daily and closing
at 11pm Sunday, midnight Monday to Thursday, and as late as 2am on weekends.
Please note that admittance may be restricted for the last hour of business. Children are
welcome until 5pm, dogs are welcome, and free wi-fi is available.
The Dark Horse is a valuable addition to the pub scene in Redfield, and is served by
many buses passing along Church Road. Alighting here is well worthwhile!

Phil Cummings

Opinion: Unfined beer – does it float your boat?
T

here appears to be a growing trend amongst some brewers to
produce ‘unfined’ beer. So, what is unfined beer and why are
breweries producing it?
Many pub customers will recognise such beers as being hazy
(or even cloudy). But unlike beers that are cloudy as a result of poor
cellarmanship where the beer cask has not been left long enough to
clear, or settle, or ‘drop bright’ (or the pub is selling the dregs from the
end of the barrel), unfined beers could be considered hazy by design.
Unfined beers are hazy – and so named – because finings have not
been added to the cask before it has been despatched from the brewery.
Finings, put simply, are clearing agents for real ale. They cause the
yeast to drop to the bottom of the container after it has finished its job
of secondary fermentation. By collecting all of the yeast and taking it to
the bottom of the cask, the yeast will not end up as a haze in your glass
(unless your beer is one of the very last ones drawn out of the cask).
One of the arguments in favour of not putting finings into the cask is
that the yeast suspended in the beer will enhance the flavour. Indeed, one
of our local breweries, Moor Beer, was at the forefront in the production
of unfined beers. In fact they do them very well indeed and their beers
are enjoyed in many pubs in our area and beyond. I am very partial to
a pint of, say, their excellent So’Hop. Commendably, they also make it
clear on their pumpclips that their beers are ‘unfined and naturally hazy’.
However, there are some issues surrounding this still fairly recent
trend (albeit Moor, for example, has been producing unfined beers for
some years now). For one thing, going back to a point mentioned earlier,
there will still be instances of poor cellarmanship. An unfined beer still
needs to be given adequate time in the cellar to settle, even though it
may not drop completely bright (much of the yeast may still fall to the
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bottom of the cask naturally). When a fined beer (which should really
be clear) is served up cloudy, some bar staff may simply use as an
excuse that it’s real ale and that’s what it should be like. This has been
a consumer problem for many years with real ale and poorly trained
bar staff (and in some rare instances when licensees are trying to sell
the bottom of the cask to you when the beer should have been taken off
from sale). My worry is that the prevalence of naturally hazy unfined
beer could lead to more fined beer being sold cloudy when that could be
a sign of a problem with it.
Also, it has to be said, not everyone enjoys unfined beers – too
yeasty, some say. So when a pub sells only unfined beers and that does
not float your boat, you may have a problem.
Don’t get me wrong, I am all for innovation in real ales. In recent
years, I have been delighted to see the growing trend for new and
exciting new beer styles – it’s part of what makes being a real ale fan so
interesting and exciting.
However, if the industry could always ensure that unfined beers
are clearly identified on all point-of-sale material – particularly the
pumpclips – that would help. Here’s a thought: how about a simple
but clear brewery-wide symbol that could be put on all pumpclips that
clearly indicates that the beer is unfined? That should help the consumer.
Equally, I believe it is important that licensees and bar staff are
adequately trained to advise customers that a beer is unfined, and what
that means, as not everyone is perhaps as in the know as you or me.
Finally, I think it would also help if pubs could have a choice of
fined and unfined beers – and not exclusively unfined beers – to ensure
every real ale drinker is catered for.

Pete Bridle

News from Arbor Ales
I

n the midst of a cold snap, the office at the Arbor Ales brewery
was delightfully warm when I called in recently. With a full
complement in attendance – Jon, Meg and Rosie – I soon learned
that congratulations were in order for, after many years together,
brewery owner Jon and Meg have become Mr and Mrs Comer having
just returned from a few days ‘mini-moon’ in Devon and Dorset.

Ian Morris has said goodbye to Arbor Ales to take up a new position
with Electric Bear in Bath – nearer to home – so at the time of writing
there is a vacancy for another brewer.
In preparation for a forthcoming cask ale mini-festival in
Amsterdam jointly promoted with Wild Beer, Jon went to the Dutch
capital last month for a “Meet the Brewer” event during which he met a
large proportion of the Netherlands’ complement
of CAMRA members. Brewer Henry Revell was
booked for a follow-up event at Eindhoven but, as
a result of a mix-up in flights, arrived in time to
join Jon just as the meeting ended.
Turning now to news of the beers. Mega
Mega White Thing, a pale golden pilsner, was
recently brewed, at the classic lager strength of
4.8% ABV, as a one-off. Named after the lyric
of the Underworld hit song Born Slippy, it had a
mash of lager malt and wheat, Motueka hops in
the boil and German lager yeast in the fermenter.
Cold lagered for several weeks it reveals delicate
hoppy notes of tropical fruit and lemon and lime.
Unfiltered, it is sold in kegs and bottles.
Also available is Super Yakima (9.5%) a
double IPA brewed for the Italian market. The
original cask version, Yakima Valley (7.0%) won
beer of the festival at the recent Falmouth Beer
Festival. Coming soon are an as yet unnamed
barley wine at 9.7%, at present maturing for
bottling, and a revised imperial stout Goo-GooG’joob, this time at 12.8%. Both will be on sale
in bottles in time for Christmas and should bring a
warm feeling; surely guaranteed to bring a bright
festive cheer to dull days.

Henry Davies

Solid growth at the
Twisted Oak Brewery
T
he Twisted Oak team of Keith and Deb Hayles has recently
welcomed new director, Simon Gait, to the company. Keith says
the aim is to grow the company but to grow sustainably whilst
taking care to ensure they continue to focus on quality cask ales and
high customer service.
Twisted Oak Brewery have a five-barrel brewery and produce a
number of cask ales which include core ales Fallen Tree, Old Barn
and Spun Gold, seasonals such as Slippery Slope and Sheriff Fatman,
and some ‘collaboration’ beers such as Leveret, brewed with the people
from the Hare pub in Bedminster, and Crack Gold, brewed with the
people from the Christmas Steps pub in central Bristol.
Previously Keith has done all of the brewing and delivering himself
and that has meant he was usually managing two brews a week. He
explains: “With Simon now sharing all of the brewery duties we’re able
to brew four times a week. We’ve had to make a few changes to the
layout of the brewery to fit an extra fermenting vessel in but we’re now
ready to settle into a new brewing routine that will see us through to the
next stage of our plan. The next step will be to increase the overall size
of the brewery but we’ll do that in a measured way, building up trust
with new customers as we go and making sure we continue to support
our existing customers in the same way as we do now. Customer service
is of paramount importance to us. We value quality over quantity but we
know there’s room for a bit more yet.”
On the sustainability side of things, Twisted Oak are currently
investigating the feasibility of installing a reed bed to treat the waste
water from the brewery. As Simon says: “The brewery is based on a
farm in the beautiful Wrington Vale. Our spent grain is used as cattle
feed on the farm and the spent hops go to compost. There are PV panels
on the farm and we draw some of our electricity from these so looking

at how we deal with the water in a more sustainable way is the logical
next step.”
Perhaps we’ll be able to report back on their progress with this
venture in a future edition of Pints West.
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Strolling around the inner suburbs of Bristol

Part 2: Redfield / Easton and Bedminster

I

n the last issue of Pints West I described two walking routes around
pubs in the Clifton and Stokes Croft areas, both of which are slightly
off the beaten track away from central Bristol, but both of which are
easy to reach on foot or by bus. This time I am suggesting a couple of
walking routes around the inner eastern and southern suburbs, which
are again easily accessible and where you will find many pubs serving
excellent quality beers. Many of these pubs are too close to the city centre
to warrant the local CAMRA branch running organised coach trips to. This
may mean that they may get overlooked when selecting pubs to appear
in the Good Beer Guide (GBG) because they receive too few visits from
active CAMRA members who make recommendations for pubs to be
considered for the guide.
If you travel east of Old Market you will soon reach Redfield and
Easton. It is probably worth hopping on one of the many buses that depart
from the Old Market bus interchange for the first part of the journey. It is
only three or four stops to Church Road in Redfield where you can alight
at the Edward Street stop which is almost directly outside the Old Stillage.
This independent community local can be found serving some Arbor beers,
and also beers from other local breweries such as Twisted Oak. There is
usually live music, often loud, on Friday and Saturday evenings. A very
short walk up the road brings you to a Wetherspoon pub, St Georges Hall,
a former cinema which is now a bustling suburban local serving a good
range of cask ales, real ciders and the usual Wetherspoon food menu.
Across the road is the George and Dragon which was closed for a year
after being gutted by a fire in 2013, but has now been refurbished and is a
locals’ pub serving two or three cask ales. A short walk up the same side
of the road is the recently reopened Dark Horse (formerly Black Horse)
which serves a large selection of boxed ciders and three or four interesting
cask ales directly from the barrel. This pub is featured in more detail
elsewhere in this issue. There is also another pub called the Fire Engine a
little further up the road which sells some cask ales.
The next part of the walk will take you through Whitehall to Easton.
Cross the road by the traffic lights and head along Chalks Road at the side
of Aldi towards the next set of traffic lights where, if you turn left, you
will arrive at the Red Lion on Whitehall Road. This basic pub was rescued
from closure in 2012 and now serves three or four quality cask ales, often
from local microbreweries, with at least one dark one, plus two interesting
real ciders. There is a real fire here and live music often features in the
room to the right. From here if you are feeling fit it is about a half-mile
walk to the next recommendation, the Greenbank on Bellevue Road, or
you can catch a bus from almost outside the pub back to the city centre.
To get to the Greenbank from the Red Lion walk about 100 metres along
Whitehall Road and turn right down Devon Road. Keep on Devon Road
until the end (it veers to the left) where it joins Bellevue Road. Turn right
here and the Greenbank is about 100 metres on the right. This large pub,
which was nominated as an Asset of Community Value in 2014, is very
much a community hub with many events taking place upstairs. There
is an interesting range of changing cask beers (usually four) and quality
food from the people at Zazu’s Kitchen. Now go back the same way along
Bellevue Road and just before you reach Devon Road again turn right
on to High Street and continue to the end, turning right when you reach
St Marks Road. Here you will find the Sugar Loaf, a busy community
pub serving Otter Amber, Cotswold Spring Codger, one changing guest
ale and several real ciders. There is also a pleasant secluded all-weather
beer garden. Go back along St Marks Road and turn left on to High Street
again veering slightly right on to Roman Road, which leads into Chelsea
Road where you will find the Chelsea Inn, an eclectic local with vintage
furniture and interesting artwork. Up to four changing cask ales are served
along with two real ciders and there is live music several nights a week.
From here it a short walk along Chelsea Road to the Plough on Easton
Road. The Plough is a lively cosmopolitan street-corner local serving
four changing cask beers mainly from local breweries. TV sport features
heavily including on the screen in the rear patio/smoking area. The best
way back to the city centre from here is to walk the short distance under
the railway bridge to Whitehall Road and catch a no. 6 or 7 bus.
Another area where there is an increasing number of quality real ale
establishments is south of the city centre in Bedminster. The best way to
get here is on the 24, 75, 76 or 90 bus from the city centre. A 24 will take
you straight to North Street, but for a slight detour catch a 75, 76 or 90 and
alight at the Dalby Avenue stop just after East Street. Walk along the road
a bit and take a left turn into Whitehouse Street which leads into Windmill
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Lane after the railway bridge by Bedminster station. Just up the hill on
the right is the Windmill, a friendly local serving three cask ales, usually
including Bath Ales Gem and Purity Pure Gold, plus a real cider. It’s well
worth the detour before hitting the central area of Bedminster, which you
do by going back down the hill to Dalby Avenue, turn left, then right on
to Little Paradise Street which will bring you to the shopping precinct on
East Street. Here you will find two pubs opposite each other – the Old
Globe, which reopened in February this year and serves two changing
cask ales, and the Assembly, which usually has three cask ales on. After
this carry on westwards along East Street until you reach the traffic lights,
turn right and a Wetherspoon pub the Robert Fitzharding is on your right.
Turn right when you come out of the pub and at the mini-roundabout you
will find the wonderfully decorated Steam Crane. Six changing real ales
are available here along with food and regular music events.
You have now reached North Street which has enough quality real
pubs to justify a separate visit, so you may wish to return to the city centre
on a 24 bus from outside the Steam Crane. Or you can cross the road and
walk a short distance to the Hare, a recently expanded pub which serves
three cask ales, one of which is usually from Twisted Oak brewery, plus
a real cider. A little further along the road is the Old Bookshop a small
eclectic café/bar serving two changing cask ales, and on the other side of
the road is the Masonic, a traditional local which is adorned by a large
mural painted at this year’s Upfest. Butcombe Bitter and Courage Best are
available here. Cross back over to the Spotted Cow, where the range is
Bath Ales Gem, Butcombe Gold and three changing guests often including
beers from Arbor and Tiny Rebel. The Hen and Chicken is the next pub
along North Street, a large airy street-corner pub serving four cask ales,
two of which change regularly. From here it a short walk past the largely
independent local shops to the Tobacco Factory, a large café bar in a
warehouse setting, part of the Tobacco Factory Theatre building. The bar
is owned by the nearby Bristol Beer Factory and four of their beers are
usually available alongside two guest beers from independent breweries.
Good value food is available and the bar attracts a mixed clientele,
including many families during the day. Buses back to the centre stop
outside, or it is worth making a short detour down Greenway Bush Lane
by Aldi to the Ashville, formerly the Try Again, a Victorian listed building
which serves four changing beers and good quality food.
All pubs mentioned above are featured on WhatPub, CAMRA’s
national pub guide (web address whatpub.com). Some may have later
opening times than normal so it is worth checking opening times on the
site. If you spot any changes to the details shown on WhatPub please click
on ‘Submit Updates’ . . .
Also, if you are a CAMRA member, whilst you are visiting these pubs
it would be helpful for the GBG selection process if you could score your
beers. It is easy to do after logging into WhatPub with your membership
number. You can do this either in the pub on a smartphone or on your
computer when you get home. As a reminder the scoring categories are:
0. No cask ale available.
1. Poor. Beer is anything from barely drinkable to drinkable with
considerable reluctance. You may have been unlucky and were
served the last pint in the barrel. If the beer is exchanged without
a problem and taken off sale you may use your discretion and not
score the beer at all.
2. Average. Beer doesn’t inspire in any way. It is drinkable, but you
may decide to try a different beer in the pub or move on to another
pub.
3. Good. Good beer in good form. You may cancel plans to move
to the next pub. You want to stay for another pint and may visit this
pub again.
4. Very Good. Excellent beer in excellent condition. You will
probably want another one so you stay put!
5. Perfect. Probably the best you are ever likely to find. This may
be difficult to assess and a seasoned drinker will award this score
very rarely.
You also have the option to use half points if your opinion of the beer
falls between two categories, and remember that you should base your
score on the quality of the beer, not whether it is a particular beer or beer
style which you prefer.
Enjoy your walking around the inner suburbs of Bristol. If you’re not
already familiar with them, I am sure that you will find it a refreshing
change of scene.

Martin Gray

News from Wiper & True
F

ollowing the upgrade of the brewery earlier this year, Wiper &
True have been concentrating on maintaining the quality and
consistency of their core beer styles such as Pale Ale, Amber
Ale, Saison, Porter, Stout and IPA, whilst still experimenting with new
beer styles and ingredients. The recent developments at the brewery _
located in St Werburghs, Bristol – have resulted in a temporary halt to
the production of cask beer whilst they focus on bottle-conditioned beer
and keg – but fear not, the new year will see the return of Milk Stout:
Milk Shake in cask, with the strength increased based on the favourable
response to the limited-release Hard Shake.
W&T were actively involved in Bristol Beer Week 2016 at the end
of the summer. In addition to a hosting a tap take-over at Kongs on King
Street in Bristol and participating in the inaugural Bristol Craft Beer
Festival at Motion, two lucky people won a competition to be brewersfor-a-day; with the winners assisting on a brew of Pale Ale: Mosaic
(5.7% ABV).
W&T have gained further recognition recently as they won the ‘Best
Local Beer’ award at the Bristol Good Food Awards 2016, held one
Sunday evening in November at Ashton Gate.
They have recently brewed their first Imperial Stout: Winter
Palace (9.1%), and Porter: Plum Pudding (6.5%) is available again

‘Brewer-for-the-day’ winners Sarah Worker and Justin Roberts
with Will Davies (W&T assistant brewer)
this year with their distinctive Christmas (reindeer) branding. Talking
of Christmas, there will be another W&T tap take-over at the Famous
Royal Navy Volunteer on King Street in Bristol on Wednesday 14th
December, this year featuring their friends from the excellent Partizan
brewery in London.
Looking forward to 2017, W&T have recently acquired an
additional unit adjacent to their existing premises, which will provide
additional warehousing and office space and enable them to finally open
a brewery tap in the spring. Also, they are embarking upon an exciting
barrel-ageing and blending project in the Berkeley Castle cellars with
Peter Tiley (landlord of the Salutation Inn at Ham, near Berkeley in
South Gloucestershire, and founder of Tiley’s brewery based at the
pub) which will use the “solera” process for ageing beers by fractional
blending in such a way that the finished product is a mixture of ages,
with the average age gradually increasing as the process continues.

The W&T posse with their recent ‘Best Local Beer’ award

Dave Graham

Cryptic Crossword
Compiled by Pete and Eddie Taberner
(Solution on page 13)

ACROSS:
1. Losing it at one stage in the brewery (8)
5. Tramp, finding popular breakfast dish in the pub (6)
9. CAMRA’s first in full operation (8)
10. Snub a sample of Orchard Pig – no regrets (6)
12. Bristol harbour pub with an ATM (4, 2, 3, 4)
15. Drink? Cider – of course! (5)
16. A predator will tell a tale while queuing at the bar (3, 2, 4)
17. A huge ball degenerates into comic stupidity (9)
19. Regular sickie – fair excuse for 16 ac.’s tale (3-2)
20. Parrot’s cry for Nelson’s beer money (6, 2, 5)
22. Ales containing very quiet fruit (6)
23. King beer from Wadworth’s (5, 3)
25. Go backwards, lose head – so get out (6)
26. Shepherd Neame – surf endlessly to find their online ID (4, 4)

DOWN:
1. Drunken revelry in ancient Rome ends with beer (10)
2. Caxton’s pussy? (3)
3. Look! A Bass makes for an idle attitude (7)
4. Sounds like Sir Killalot could be a frequenter of late bars (12)
6. Install or fix drunken grannie (7)
7. Very good ale, love, with gin do make for a fine departure (4, 7)
8. Genuine beer (it’s said) could put you in a spin (4)
11. Often destroyers of pubs are concerned with picture-making (12)
13. Brewmaster & pupil test for acidity (6, 5)

14. Pissed pies taster may be very revealing (10)
18. Pale Rider didn’t attract a grant, as I heard it! (7)
19. Football pundit who might be familiar with Theakston’s Black Sheep (7)
21. Race for Bath ale (4)
24. Is alcohol initially the saving solution? (3)
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Readers’ Letters
Readers are welcome to send
letters to the Pints West Editor

Steve.Plumridge.PintsWest@gmail.com

Steve Plumridge,
Garden Flat, 6 Royal York Villas,
Clifton, Bristol BS8 4JR

Pub names

Referring to the possible name change of
the Old England to the Montpelier I think we
(CAMRA and locals) must oppose this, before
it becomes a major trend. We’ve already had
that period in the 90’s when it was the fashion to
give pubs Irish and silly names – remember the
Pickled Newt and the Rat & Carrot?
Now we are already seeing the Victoria
Park, the Bradley Stoke, the Knowle and the
Ashton. Besides ignoring tradition and history,
these names demonstrate a complete lack of
originality. The Old England name must be
preserved or before long we may be getting the
Hotwells (Bear), the Bedminster (London Inn)
and the Centre (Drawbridge)!
Roger Gough,
Long Ashton,
Bristol.
Some pub name changes seem to be welcome or
at least accepted, others are more controversial.
In this case the best action may be to write to
owners Wadworth, pub naming not being part of
planning policy. One of the Bristol Pubs Group
members has already been advised by Wadworth
that they may reconsider the name change. By
the way, the Drawbridge was called the Horn &
Trumpet not so long ago. Ed.

A trip out to Keynsham

Back in August I decided a trip to Keynsham,
midway between Bath and Bristol, was in order.
There are nine pubs, on a roughly circular route
from the station, and I reckoned on visiting all of
them in the four hours available.
The first pub, a short distance from the
station was the Lock Keeper. This Young’s pub
overlooks the River Avon and the canal cut,
with the usual range of Young’s beers on and
Bath Ales Gem. I opted for the Gem. A short
stroll away bought me to the Brassmills. I would
consider this more of a restaurant than a pub.
Beers on offer were Sharp’s Doom Bar and
Purity UBU; you can guess which beer I had.
The only disappointment was that it was £2.10
a half!
After a walk through the park along the
River Chew, I quickly arrived at the Talbot and
then the New Inn. The Talbot is a Hungry Horse
pub serving just Greene King IPA (have they
changed the recipe on this beer as it was rather
good?) with an Old Rosie handpump turned
round. The New Inn was surprisingly empty on a
Saturday afternoon; Sharp’s Doom Bar and Bass
on; I chose the Bass. Next it was on to the Ship.
A range of Marston’s beers on in here, including
three Ringwoods. I went for the Old Empire,
good value at £1.60 for a half of 5.7% beer.
Just along into town is the Trout Tavern. I
expect this pub is lively in the evening with live
bands. Beer in here was an indifferent Sharp’s
Trout Bitter, which I suspect, going by the ABV,
was Cornish Coaster. A quick half of Doom Bar
in the Wine Bar opposite (previously known as
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the London Tavern) led me to pass the Old
Bank (I wanted to save this one for before the
train back) and head along the Bristol Road to
find the Crown, opposite the Rugby Club. This
pub reopened in 2015 with six letting rooms.
The Butcombe Bitter in this penultimate pub
was in good nick (and all credit to the licensee
for firstly pouring off the stale beer in the
pipes!).
Back into town saw me arrive at the Old
Bank. Unfortunately I’d been dawdling around
the rest of the pubs and only had half an hour
to spare to select from two ciders (Worleys
Beatnik Billy, Orchard Pig Explorer), Otter
Ale, Stonehenge Danish Dynamite, Coastal
Fantastic Five and Exmoor Beast. As I had a
three-hour journey back to London and needed
a little ‘shut eye’, I managed to sink a pint of
Beast.
An enjoyable crawl around a few pubs that
are normally bypassed by the delights of Bath
and Bristol. And yes, the journey back was
peaceful!
Mick J Allen,
Dartford,
Kent.

The John Gatty letter

Oh well, here I go again, my usual literary
effort for this highly esteemed magazine. Quite
a lot has happened since my last letter, and
some of it was to me. (Ah, I hear you say.)
The Thornbury Quaffers’ August gathering at
the Horseshoe, Chipping Sodbury, went well.
I was drinking Cornish Knocker which, as
usual, was very palatable. The week after, the
RAF Association I run had a meal in the White
Horse, Buckover, where I enjoyed a pint of
The Reverand James. We then went on to the
Jet Age museum at Cheltenham. That evening
was the Severn Vale CAMRA sub-branch
meeting at the Ship, Alveston, where the beer
left something to desired. So we made a swift
departure, and went out to the Salutation at
Ham, near Berkeley, where we had a decent
pint (can’t remember what I was drinking) and
a long chat with the owner.
Saturday 20th August was a big day in
the family, as my granddaughter, Kelly, was
to be married. The reception was held on her
father-in-law’s farm, where a barn had been
decorated to perfection. I was allowed to
pick a real ale for the event, and from the list
supplied, I chose GWB Maiden Voyage which,
I can assure, you went down a treat.
The first week in September was also
another highlight. We spent a week’s holiday
in the Lugger Inn, Chickerill, a place I can
recommend to anyone who likes to holiday in
a pub, and where the owner and the staff are
superb. They had all Palmer’s range on offer,
plus “the dreaded Doom Bar”.
Ten days later I was in Barnstaple for
another holiday, this time in a hotel, which had
hotel prices for the beer on offer so very little
drinking took place. Whilst there I decided
to try a pint of “craft beer” – “Management”
thought I had gone raving mad when I walked
out leaving about two-thirds of a pint. How
on earth people rave about that style of beer
I can’t imagine. Ugh, not for me – bland, no
aroma, no taste – it was like drinking coloured
water.
October saw two beer festivals in
Thornbury, two weeks on the trot, one in the
Wheatsheaf and one in the Catholic Club. As
usual, I attended both along with son Roger.

Thursday 13th saw the start of the
Wheatsheaf beer festival. Roger and I arrived
just before 8pm, ready to make a start on
the 17 ales Russell had on offer. I managed
five that evening, starting with a Dark Star
Hophead dark Star at 3.8% and finishing with
a Tintagel Poldark Ale at 4.5%. On the Friday
we had a good turn out at the Horseshoe for our
monthly social lunch. Having had my fill in the
Horseshoe, I did not visit the Wheatsheaf on
Friday evening, but Roger and I did attend the
Saturday lunchtime session, where I sampled a
further six of the beers on offer, starting with St
Austell Bucket of Blood at 4.5% and finishing
with St Austell Big Job at 7.2%, which in my
opinion was the best beer of the festival.
My liver had hardly settled down when, on
Friday 21st, the Catholic Club opened up for its
16th annual beer and cider festival. Roger and
I arrived just before 6.30pm to start on the 16
beers on offer. I have not missed a single one of
these festivals (in fact I still use the same glass
I’ve had for years – it’s now a tradition).
We were joined by Caroline (Roger’s
intended), and Paul (eldest grandson), quickly
followed by fellow Quaffers John, Chris, Derek,
Fred and Neil. The Catholic club put a group
on for the Friday evening and, although I am
not a fan of music in drinking establishments, I
must say these were quite good, and the singer
Wendy was excellent (I have to say that, as her
husband Fred is a Quaffer – no, joking apart,
she does have a good voice).
I started with a Cornish Best at 3.5% and
managed to sample nine of the beers available,
finishing with Wessex Witchcraft at 4.6%. 1pm
Saturday, and Roger, Paul and I were back to
finish off ‘the card’ of the beers left from the
previous evening. I started with Pophams Pride
at 3.6% and ended with Chorister at 4.5%.
Having now sampled all the beers on offer, it
was time to head for home. The beers I thought
were best were Trelawny at 3.9%, Bellringer at
4.2%, and Barnsley Gold at 4.3%.
Grandson Paul is not a real ale drinker,
but gave the five ciders a good try and was
impressed with most of them. I think the mango
cider appealed to him most.
So, there we have it, a resounding five days
of beer festivals in Thornbury. Perhaps not
the ‘be all and end all’ of beer festivals, but a
good start. Any rate I enjoyed them, and so did
Roger, so who cares what the others think?
To finish, let me relate a story. I was in
Tesco’s (you see, we visit all the top shops)
when I was accosted by a guy I have known
for several years who said, “I read your letters
religiously.” My reply was, “In a church I
hope.” “Oh yes,” he said, “The Fox.”
Well that’s it for my effort, if the editor sees
fit to publish. I wish all a jolly good Christmas
period, with plenty of cask-conditioned ale
slipping easily down your throat.
Cheers,
John Gatty,
Thornbury.

Micropub

I visit a friend in the Beltinge area of Herne
Bay and there is a really good micropub there.
It’s called the Copper Pottle and is well worth a
visit if any of your readers are down that way.
There is a web site (www.copperpottle.co.uk)
so check out the opening hours as these can
vary.
Cheers,
Bob Wring
(by email).

Severn Vale CAMRA

Brewery trip to Combined
Brewers
I

’d been wanting to organise a visit to the new
brewery ever since Severn Vale Brewing
Co (formerly at Cam, Gloucestershire)
and Cotswold Spring Brewing Co (formerly at
Dodington Ash, near Chipping Sodbury) joined
forces in 2014, and built their new combined
brewery at Tortworth over the last year. Both
breweries had been independently operating
successfully before the merger, both winning
accolades for their respective beers, but there
were seen to be great benefits of merging the two
companies and brewing both ranges of beers at the
single site.
As a group, the Severn Vale CAMRA
contingent would have been a small group for the
visit, so invitations were sent to the main CAMRA
branch members of Bristol and the numbers were
duly made up to a respectable size. Not only that,
but Bristol branch kindly laid on a coach from
Bristol that picked up the Severn Vale members in
Thornbury.
Arriving at the brewery at 7.30pm, we were
greeted by the main men: Steve McDonald (Severn
Vale Brewing) and Nik Milo (Cotswold Spring) and
led upstairs to the mezzanine overlooking the plant.
With no messing around whatsoever, everyone was
told to grab a pint or more from the three ninegallon casks set up on stillage for us. No need for
that instruction to be repeated!
Steve gave us an overview of their brewing
plant and process, starting at the grist case on the
30-barrel plant, where all the grain is loaded before
being fed into the mash tun along with hot liquor
(brewer’s water) from their own borehole. After
mashing for about an hour, the hot, sweet wort is
then pumped into the stainless steel kettle (boiler)
where selected hops are added at various stages
of the boil. Following the boil, the sugary wort is
passed through the ‘HopRocket’ (a modern, in-line
form of a hopback, where additional hops can
be added for more aroma, and to filter out all the
hops from the boil), and through the chiller into
the fermenting vessel where the yeast is added.
Fermentation takes about one week, during which
time the yeast magically turns the sugar into
alcohol. Hooray!

Following fermentation, the beer is then transferred (racked) into casks before being
allowed to mature in the cold (well, coolish) store and finally being sent out into the wide
world to be enjoyed by me (and others, apparently).
In terms of ingredients, the main malt used is Propino pale malt, though chocolate, crystal,
wheat malts and roasted barley are used in various recipes. Only leaf hops are used, these
being of British and New World origins, such as Goldings, Fuggles, Cascade, Citra and others.
Although most of the production is now done on the 30-barrel plant, the five-barrel plant
– originally the Severn Vale Brewing plant at Cam – still sees good use for trial recipes and
small runs.
All too soon it was time to leave my discussions with Nik about the technology of the
HopRocket! Back onto the coach and off to the nearby Salutation Inn at Ham where – by
purest coincidence – there just happened to be the wonderful Severn Vale’s Severn Sins on the
bar. And I don’t remember much after that!
Many thanks to Steve McDonald and Nik Milo for being such wonderful hosts. And to
Bristol CAMRA for organising the transport.
The photo shows Nik Milo and Steve McDonald
2nd and 3rd respectively from the right.

Martin Farrimond (photo by Tony Durbin)

S

evern Vale CAMRA is a sub-branch of the Bristol & District branch
of the Campaign for Real Ale. The sub-branch covers roughly
the area bounded by Thornbury in the north, Severn Beach in the
south, the River Severn in the west and the M5 in the east.

New Cocksure Brewery

T

he CAMRA Severn Vale area to be home to a new
brewery: Dan and Calum of Cocksure Brewing Co (www.
cocksurebrewing.com) are currently setting up a six-barrel
plant at Oldbury-on-Severn, near Thornbury. Like many brewers,
they began small, with a 33-litre brewing kit in Dan’s kitchen.
The company ethos is “to make craft beer more accessible by
brewing great beers for the everyday beer drinker. At Cocksure
Brewing we believe there is even more scope to grow the
category by introducing drinkers of lager and ‘old school’ bitter

into beers which
are flavoursome but
sessionable.”
By the time this
is published, they were hoping to have been issued with the
appropriate certificate from HMRC and to have done their first
brew. All being well, we’ll have more details for the next issue of
Pints West.

Martin Farrimond
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Pub profile: Golden

I

t’s been a case of ‘evolution’ rather than ‘transformation’ at the
Golden Lion in Bishopston since Andy Bridges (formerly of the
Eldon house, Clifton) and his business partner Rhys Williams took
over some 18 months ago.
The Golden Lion, located on the corner of Gloucester Road and
Cambridge Road, is largely associated with live music, and that hasn’t
changed, but what does seem to have changed under the stewardship
of Andy and Rhys is the ambience of the place. Following sanding of
the floor, redecoration, the introduction of new lighting, new toilets and
some repairs to the structure of the building, the pub has really scrubbed
up well, as they say, and next on the agenda is new upholstery which
may well be completed by the time you read this. The pub is spread
across three distinct areas; the bar is at the front, with a quieter seating
area on the Cambridge Road side, and the stage area located at the back.
The range on the has been refreshed and, on the real ale front, you
will usually find Bath Ales Gem and a beer from the Purity brewery –
Pure Ubu on my last visit – plus a guest ale. On the real cider front there
is Old Rosie.
Live music featuring jazz, blues and soon reggae is on from 4pm on
Sundays, sometimes Tuesdays, Thursdays (‘Enter the Lion’ featuring
artists from the Bristol Institute of Music), Fridays (touring bands, hence
door charge) and Saturdays. On Mondays, from 8.30pm, you can join in
the ‘Big Fat Music Quiz’.
The Golden Lion participates in Gloucester Road Central
community events organised by the independent traders along the

Lion, Bishopston

I

stretch of Gloucester Road known as Pigsty Hill. There is a May Fest,
and 1st December is the Gloucester Road Central Christmas Party and
the Lion will be serving mulled wine.
Food at the Golden Lion is provided by Bristol-based Burger
Theory (the Creative Burger people) and served from 5 till 10 Monday
to Friday, and 12 till 10 Saturday and Sunday. Pub opening hours are 2
till 12 Monday to Thursday, 2 till 1 Friday and Saturday, and 12 till 11
Sunday.

Ali Bridle

The World Atlas of Beer

D

ipping into this second edition of the World Atlas of Beer by Tim
Webb and Stephen Beaumont is rather like a conversation you
might have in a pub with informed and well-travelled friends
who are happy to add to your knowledge and provoke debate. Indeed,
as we found when we first flicked through it in our local, it attracts
attention and makes a great conversation piece.
Like any good atlas, there are lots of maps showing where and what
type of brewery can be found in each country or region and the coffeetable format means the layout and photography are extremely attractive.
This is an extensive rewrite of the first edition of 2012, reflecting the
rapid transformation of beer and brewing worldwide. The authors make
no apology for offering opinion and provocation as well as facts, giving
that conversational tone and plenty of scope for discussion.
There are short, accessible sections on each of the main ingredients
(hops, yeast, malt and other grains) and illustrations of the brewing
process. The section on beer styles lists 48 of the “most interesting”
and offers categorisation of their impact on the development of beer,
something which aficionados will no doubt delight in challenging. If
you’re unsure which glass is typically used for a particular beer, how
best to pour different styles or which beers go best with which type
of food, advice and illustrations are there to assist. The final ‘bad beer
guide’ section identifies flaws and outlines the varying opinions on more
recent trends for haziness, low temperature and challenging tastes.

For me, the geographic
sections of this book really
appeal, whether covering
places I’ve been or ones still
on my bucket list. Europe in all
its parts occupies the first half
of the atlas, with the Americas,
Australasia and Asia and the
rest of the world in the second.
For each country or region
there is an introduction to the
most common beer styles and
brewing traditions and, as far as
possible in such a fast-changing
landscape, a current snapshot
and outline of emergent trends.
The ‘for the trip’ box is great
if you really are intending to travel, with handy tips on what to expect
when buying and drinking beer in each area, recommended ‘must-sees’
and how to keep up with the latest news.
A map showing the 98 breweries in pre-CAMRA Britain is sobering,
with only 34 still operating as independents. On the other hand, a map
of London – “vying only with Chicago as the most breweried city in
the world” – shows the explosion of both cask and keg brewing in
the capital. That explosion is reflected throughout this virtual journey
around the beer world, revealing beers, brewing traditions and new
beginnings in places I certainly had not imagined. With a recent trip to
Kraków behind me, I was a bit disappointed with the mere page given
to Poland compared to the very many (rightly) on Belgium, although the
authors acknowledge that there’s more to say, with 150-200 breweries
emerging in Poland. On the other hand, with low beer expectations
of a pending trip to Vietnam, I was surprised to read that there is a
burgeoning Czech influence in brewing there; I shall certainly seek
out the Hoi Vien brewpub which “doubles as the official Consulate of
Czechia”!
This is a great book to spark conversation, pique interest and
broaden beer and brewing horizons. Whether you enjoy it at home or
in the pub, do make sure you have a fine beer at hand; the words and
pictures will definitely make you thirsty!

Lesly Huxley

Tim Webb (left) looks on as a passing customer in our local (the
Portcullis) enthuses about the new World Atlas of Beer
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Going for a beer in Kraków

The World Atlas of Beer by Tim Webb and Stephen Beaumont
2nd edition just published by Mitchell Beazley at £25
(www.octopusbooks.co.uk) and available in good bookshops now

n 2011, when we were planning the first edition of The World Atlas
of Beer, I decided to sum up Poland in a paragraph or two. Shortly
before publication in 2012, to my horror and delight, a visit to
Kraków (pronounced ‘crack-off’) found four bars that between them
served 150+ beers from roughly 40 new or revived Polish breweries.
Since then a couple of national beer styles have re-emerged and the
counts have risen to around 200 breweries and over 1,000 beers.
The style that survived the Russian occupation battered but unbowed
was Baltic Porter, a close cousin of imperial stout, now found in both
ale and lagered forms between 7.5 and 10% ABV. Big, sweetish, heavy
and roasted, its colour ranges from ruby-brown to coal black. Best when
made slowly, it is commonly found bottle-conditioned.
A far lighter and more specifically Polish brew is grodzišz or
grodziškie. Known as Grätzer in Germany, where it was also made until
the 1920s, the mash of this light ale (4-4.5% ABV) features smoked
malted wheat, sculpted to makes beers that range from dry, even tart, to
semi-sweet.
The successful revival of one smoky style has prompted Polish
brewers to experiment with others, introducing smoked malt to both pale
ales and darker brews, including strong porters. This ingenuity has put
Polish brewing on the map.
Kraków has been an important centre for a thousand years. It also
has two major destinations within an hour’s ride. The salt mine at
Wieliczka is a striking spectacle while the other is perhaps Europe’s
hardest visit – the Auschwitz-Birkenau State Museum at the site of the
Nazi concentration camp, skilfully curated to remind us of humankind’s
vile potential.

Need to know

For beer sampling the best place in the Old Town is the apartmentlike Multi Qlti Tap Bar (21 Szewska – open daily 15.00 to 02.00),
where 100-ish Polish or Polish-style beers can be tried in 15cl measures
at democratic prices.
In the Kazimierz head for Omerta (3 Kupa – open daily from
16.00), a dedicated beer bar with three rooms and great furniture, which
has an all-imports bar on one side, a heavily stocked Polish beer bar on
the other and sitting room in between.
The other legendary place in the area is Strefa (6 Józefa – open
from 16.00), which has been promoting new Polish beers since the
day they started and just keeps wearing in. No food but surrounded by
restaurants.

Travel tips
Flights

Ryanair and Easyjet both fly Bristol-Krakow. John Paul II airport is
11 kilometres from the centre. Two trains an hour take 17 minutes to the
centre for Zł 8; taxis cost Zł 80; or there are shuttle mini-buses.

Hotels

Booking.com will get you a room somewhere homely from £40 a
night, comfortable from £55, and splurge from £90.

Food

The restaurants are pretty cosmopolitan nowadays but for typical
local go for a soup followed by beef, pork, chicken or sausage with
potatoes, boiled and/or pickled vegetables and probably a salad, with
game in season and if you are lucky exotic mushrooms.

Tim Webb

Poland retains Europe’s best-named currency, the Złoty (Zł),
around 5 of which can be bought for £1. Expect to pay Zł 7 for 50cl of
dullish lager or 30cl of better Polish ale – 20cl and 40cl measures are as
common. Higher strength beers often offer good value.
Krakow’s beer scene evolves rapidly but the best areas are the Old
Town and the Kazimierz, or Jewish Quarter, staying open until gone
midnight:
House of Beer (35 Ulica św. Tomasza – open daily from 14.00)
is one of the original dark wood, youth-led, beer-mainly bars in the
Old Town, parading a healthy block of new Polish brews within a total
selection around 200.
Viva la PINTA (35 Ulica Florianska – open daily from 16.00), two
blocks further along św. Tomasza is run by PINTA, the Polish BrewDog,
only with more beers and kinder prices. Pracownia brewery has its
broadly similar Tap House (30 Ulica św. Jana – open daily from
14.00) two blocks north.

Wear Pints West

YOU can now wear Pints West!
T-shirts, polo shirts, sweat shirts and
fleeces are now available to order with an
embroidered Pints West logo on the left
breast. All are available in navy, black,
bottle green, grey, red, dark royal, purple
and burgundy, and in sizes S, M, L, XL
and XXL. All except the fleeces are also
available in jade, sky blue, gold and white.
Make cheques payable to “Bristol &
District CAMRA”, and post your order
to 19 Willada Close, Bedminster, Bristol
BS3 5NG.
Email enquiries to
clothes@camrabristol.org.uk.
Please allow up to 4 weeks for delivery.

Tim Webb writes Good Beer
Belgium for CAMRA and The
World Atlas of Beer for Octopus
Books, which was launched on
1st September in the UK and
North America. He lives in Clifton
and relies increasingly on Bristol
airport as his gateway to the
world’s evolving beer cultures.
(Photo of Tim Webb by Andres Teiss.)

Pints West Clothing Order Form
Price each Quantity Size
Colour
T-SHIRT
£16.00 ............. .......... ......................
POLO SHIRT
£19.50 ............. .......... ......................
SWEAT SHIRT
£21.50 ............. .......... ......................
FLEECE
£25.50 ............. .......... ......................
Prices include postage & packing. If your order is for a selection
of items more complex than this form can accommodate, please
print your exact requirements on a separate sheet of paper.
NAME ...........................................................................................
ADDRESS .....................................................................................
........................................................................................................
........................................................ POSTCODE .........................
EMAIL ADDRESS (in case of queries)
........................................................................................................
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CAMRA Young(ish) Members

T

he last few months have seen a range of Bristol & District
CAMRA Young(ish) Members events taking place both in the
branch area and further afield, and it’s been a pleasure to welcome
new young and young(ish) members to the fold.
September saw trips arranged to two beer festivals; the first to the
annual Factoberfest at the Tobacco Factory in Bedminster, which
seems to increase its popularity and beer list every year. On the way
home from this, a couple of us managed to track down a new barrel of
Bingham’s Vanilla Stout, the current Champion Beer of Britain, at the
Hare in North Street, which was a very pleasant way to end the evening.

With Network Rail closing the Severn Tunnel in
September, we could have felt sad and blue, with nothing
better to do. However, rather than sitting feeling stressed,
we took a trip on the National Express to the Great
Welsh Beer and Cider Festival in Cardiff later in the
month, which had a number of good Welsh beers and ciders on offer,
as well as some from London, all washed down to the sounds of a male
voice choir.
October’s event was back to more familiar surroundings, with a visit
to Brewhouse & Kitchen near Clifton Down to meet their new brewer
Will Bradshaw (in black shirt in picture – see also separate article
elsewhere) who has taken over from honorary young(ish) member, Mark
Wainwright, who moved to 8 Arch Brewery over the summer. After a
few hours getting to know Will and his brews, a short, impromptu crawl
of a few Kingsdown pubs was undertaken to round off the night.
To mark the US Presidential election of that month, November’s
event was a democratically-elected ‘surprise/mystery’ crawl, where
the next pub in the crawl was proposed and voted on each time in the
current pub. This was another enjoyable evening, which led to fewer
tears and protests at the results than in America (but only just).
Due to the large number of main branch events in December, such
as the Christmas social at the aforementioned Hare, and the Gloucester
Road Christmas crawl, specific Young(ish) Members events will take
their traditional month off, but we’ll be back with a bang in 2017 with a
trip around all of the branch pub of the year finalists in January, to name
just one event.
Until next time, your young(ish) friend,

ChristmasCheer
with
embership
Spread a Little

M Beer

Visit

www.camra.org.uk/christmasgifts

now to order your Gift Membership online.
Alternatively, you can cut out
or photocopy this form and
send it to: CAMRA, 230 Hatfield
Road St Albans, Herts, AL1 4LW
Please complete the following details and
tick the membership you would like to buy
for a friend or family member.

and Books on

Your Details (please print all information)

The gift that keeps on giving!

Name

A full year’s membership subscription
with all the trimmings

Town

Address
Post Code
Tel Number
Email Address
Are you a CAMRA member (please tick as appropriate)?
Yes
No

Single Gift
Membership -

If Yes, please state your CAMRA membership number:

£26*

Details of the person you are buying
the gift for (please print all information)

Stephen Edmonds

Name
Address
Town

CAMRA pub discounts

A number of pubs have volunteered to offer discounts on the
price of real ale or traditional cider (or occasionally other
things) to card-carrying members. Some examples are:
l Air Balloon, Gloucester Road North, Filton, Bristol
l Albion, Bristol Road, Portishead
l Anchor Inn, Gloucester Road, Lower Morton, Thornbury
l Annexe Inn, Seymour Road, Bishopston, Bristol
l Bank Tavern, John Street, Bristol
l Bay Horse, Lewins Mead, Broadmead, Bristol
l Bear Inn, Walliscote Road, Weston-super-Mare
l Beaufort Arms, North Road, Stoke Gifford
l Beehive, Wellington Hill West, Henleaze, Bristol
l Bell, Badminton Road, Old Sodbury
l Black Castle, St Philips Causeway, Brislington, Bristol
l Bonaparte’s, Temple Meads Railway Station, Bristol (station bar)
l Brewhouse & Kitchen, Cotham Hill, Bristol
l Brit Bar, High Street, Weston-super-Mare
l Channings, Pembroke Road, Clifton, Bristol
l Cider Press, Gloucester Road, Bristol
l Christmas Steps, bottom of Christmas Steps, Bristol (city centre)
l Chums, Chandos Road, Redland, Bristol
l Cornubia, Temple Street, Bristol
l Cotham Porter Stores, Cotham Road South, Kingsdown, Bristol
l Crofters Rights, Stokes Croft, Bristol
l Drapers Arms, Gloucester Road, Horfield, Bristol
l Drawbridge, St Augustines Parade, Bristol (city centre)
l Eastfield Inn, Henleaze Road, Henleaze, Bristol
l Famous Royal Navy Volunteer, King Street, Bristol
l George Hotel, Broad Street, Chipping Sodbury
l Globe Inn, Church Road, Frampton Cotterell
l Gloucester Old Spot, Kellaway Avenue, Horfield, Bristol
l Golden Guinea, Guinea Street, Redcliffe, Bristol
l Griffin, London Road, Bridgeyate, Bristol
l Gryphon, Colston Street, Bristol (just up from Colston Hall)
l Hare, North Street, Bedminster, Bristol
l Hare on the Hill, Thomas Street North, Kingsdown, Bristol
l Hope & Anchor, Jacobs Wells Road, Clifton, Bristol
l Horseshoe, Downend Road, Downend, Bristol
l Horseshoe, High Street, Chipping Sodbury
l Imperial, South Parade, Weston-super-Mare
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Post Code

l Lamplighters, Station Road, Shirehampton
l Lime Kiln, St George’s Road, Bristol (behind City Hall)
l Mill House, Emerson Way, Emersons Green, Bristol
l Nettle & Rye, Kings Road, Clifton Village, Bristol
l New Inn, Badminton Road, Mayshill
l Old Globe, East Street, Bedminster, Bristol
l Old Stillage, Church Road, Redfield, Bristol
l Orchard Inn, Hanover Place, Bristol
l Organ Inn, High Street, Warminster
l Penny, Whiteladies Road, Bristol (by Clifton Down shopping centre)
l Phoenix, Champion Square, Bristol (opposite Cabot Circus)
l Poacher, High Street, Portishead
l Prince of Wales, Gloucester Road (near the Arches), Bristol
l Red Admiral, Alexandra Parade, Weston-super-Mare
l Rising Sun, Claremont Terrace, Camden, Bath
l Robert Fitzharding, Cannon Street, Bedminster, Bristol
l Robin Hood, St Michael’s Hill, Kingsdown, Bristol
l Rose & Crown, High Street, Wick
l Royal Oak, High Street, Nailsea, Bristol
l Royal Oak, Lower Bristol Road, Twerton, Bath
l Sandringham, Quaker’s Road, Bromley Heath
l Seven Stars, Thomas Lane, Redcliffe, Bristol
l Shakespeare Tavern, Prince Street, Bristol
l Ship Inn, Lower Park Row, Bristol
l Ship Inn, Thornbury Road, Alveston
l Star, Bristol Road, Congresbury
l Steam Crane, North Street, Bedminster, Bristol
l Surrey Vaults, Surrey Street, St Paul’s, Bristol
l Swan, High Street, Thornbury
l Talbot Inn, Bath Road, Keynsham
l Three Brooks, Bradley Stoke District Centre, Bradley Stoke
l Three Tuns, St George’s Road, Hotwells, Bristol
l Victoria, Southleigh Road, Clifton, Bristol
l Volunteer Tavern, New Street, St Judes, Bristol (near Cabot Circus)
l Wheatsheaf, Chapel Street, Thornbury
l White Lion, Quay Head, Colston Avenue, Bristol (city centre)
l White Lion, Passage Road, Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol
The details of the discounts vary from pub to pub and possibly from time
to time. The discount is at the discretion of the pub and can be as little or
as large as the pub feels suits their business, or may be withdrawn at any
time without notice.
Please let us know of any additions or deletions via whatpub.com.

Tel Number
Email Address
Date of birth (DD-MM-YYYY)
Please confirm which address you would like the gifts to be
sent to:
My address
Address of the person you
are buying the gift for
Gift Memberships (please tick the appropriate box)
Gift Membership £26**
Gift Membership with Good Beer Guide £35**

£35*

£33*

Gift Membership with The Year in Beer 2017 Diary £33**
Joint & concessionary prices are also available visit www.
camra.org.uk/membership-rates or call 01727 337855

Payment

Gift Membership +
The Year in Beer
2017 Diary

There are three ways you can pay for your gifts:
• Cheque - please make payable to CAMRA Ltd
• Call CAMRA HQ on 01727 867201
• Complete the following to pay by credit card
Name as it appears on the card
Address (if different to above)
Total Cost £

Gift Membership +
Good Beer Guide 2017

Please charge my (delete as appropriate)
Mastercard/Visa
Card Number:
Card Security Code (3 digits):
Start Date:

Expiry Date:

Signature

Visit

www.camra.org.uk/christmasgifts
for fantastic Christmas gift ideas
*Concessionary rates available.
Please visit www.camra.org.uk/membership-rates for more information.

**All gifts listed on this page are valid until 31st December 2016.
Please note all Gift Membership orders need to be received on
or before Saturday17th December for dispatch before Christmas
2016. Gift Memberships are only available for residents of the UK
& Channel Islands. All membership prices are based upon standard
full single membership rates. Please contact 01727 337855 for
under 26 and other concessionary rates. Offer only open to new
members and not renewals. Joint membership upgrade offers
Joint CAMRA membership benefits only. Only one book will be
distributed for Joint membership Christmas Gifts. If you require
the gift to arrive earlier we would advise you call our Membership
Services Team on 01727 337855. Only one membership can be
ordered per form.
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totally free to CAMRA members and non-members alike
and written by drinkers like you!
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CAMRA’s on-line pub guide

Bristol & District CAMRA

www.camrabristol.org.uk
@CAMRABristol
Facebook: Camra-Bristol-District
Web:

Twitter:

Bath & Borders CAMRA

www.bathandborderscamra.org.uk
Twitter: @BathCAMRA
Facebook: Bath-Borders-CAMRA
Web:

Over 96%
of Britain’s
real ale pubs
featured

Severn Vale sub-branch
diary and contact
Severn Vale CAMRA is a sub-branch of the Bristol &
District branch. It covers roughly the area bounded by
Thornbury in the north, Severn Beach in the south, the
River Severn in the west and the M5 in the east.

Information
updated by
thousands
of CAMRA
volunteers

whatpub.com

FLYER A5 MWFeaturing
& AGM V2.pdf
1 03/10/2016
over
35,000 real15:57:10
ale pubs

Thousands of pubs

l Fri 9th Dec: Social lunch, Horseshoe, Chipping Sodbury, 12:30.
l Wed 21st Dec: Sub-branch meeting, Boar’s Head, Aust, 20:00.
l Fri 13th Jan: Social lunch, Horseshoe, Chipping Sodbury, 12:30.
l Wed 18th Jan: Sub-branch meeting, Black Horse, Gillingstool,
Thornbury, 20:00.
l Fri 10th Feb: Social lunch, Horseshoe, Chipping Sodbury, 12:30.
l Wed 15th Feb: Sub-branch meeting, Anchor Inn, Oldbury-onSevern, 20:00.
l Fri 10th Mar: Social lunch, Horseshoe, Chipping Sodbury, 12:30.
l Wed 15th Mar: Sub-branch meeting, Fox Inn, Old Down, 20:00.

Created by
CAMRA who
produce the
UK’s best beer
& pub guide

We may also throw in some Friday lunchtime trips to the Old Spot in
Dursley once again, now there’s a resumed bus service from Thornbury.

at your fingertips!
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Sun AM / PM
Sat AM / PM
Fri AM / PM
Thur AM / PM
Wed AM / PM
Tue AM / PM

closer to the event.

If you would like to volunteer, please circle below to indicate when you would like to

(Closing date for postal & online registration is Friday 17th March 2017)

Joint Membership # (if applicable)
First Name
Surname

Membership #
First Name
Surname
Email

FLYER A5 MW & AGM V2.pdf 1 03/10/2016 15:57:10

Please register online at: www.camraagm.org.uk

All are welcome to attend any of the pub visits and meetings.
For up-to-the-minute details and any changes, please check our diary
page at www.severnvale.camrabristol.org.uk and/or email us at
SevernValeCAMRA@gmail.com.

Weston sub-branch
diary and contact

l Fri 23 December: 18th Annual Seasonal Ales Crawl. Commence
7pm at Bella Vista Hotel on Upper Church Road for a beer and
Christmas cake, leaving at 7:45pm to visit pubs in the town offering a
seasonal ale. Contact 07947 538390 on the night for late starters and
check on locations.
l Sat 21 January: Joint WsM Crawl with the main Bristol branch.
l January and February: Various events, including the Exeter and
Tewkesbury Winter Ales festivals, as well as visits to outlying pubs by
minibus and public transport are envisaged.
We do not always announce forthcoming events in Pints West or
What’s Brewing, so for other activities please see our Facebook page or
use the contact details below (or weston_camra@googlegroups.com if
you are in this Google group).
Socials and Pints West contact:
Laurie Jackson – 07944 291052
WsM contact for other matters:
Mark Hirst – ogrekhirst@hotmail.com
Facebook: Campaign for Real Ale Weston-Super-Mare

Keeping in touch with members
The Bristol & District and the Bath & Borders branches are now both
using the CAMRA email system as the main method of communicating
directly with members. If you are a CAMRA member please make sure
that you provide CAMRA with your current email address. Go to www.
camra.org.uk and log in with your CAMRA membership number and
check that your contact details (including your email address) are up to
date and that your preferences are set to ‘Allow Email’. Thank you.

Bristol & District branch
diary and contact
l Thurs 1st Dec: BADRAG Kingsdown Rare Ales Trail, 6.30-11pm,
start Hillgrove Porter Stores. Contact on day Jerry Fletcher 07585
807613 or Pete Bridle on 07973 201307.
l Tues 6th Dec: Bristol Beer Festival Organisation Meeting, Gryphon,
8pm.
l Wed 7th Dec: Explorer Trip – Severn Vale Area – depart Cornubia
6.45pm.
l Sun 11th Dec: Christmas Social, the Hare, Bedminster, from 6pm.
l Wed 14th Dec: Committee Meeting, Gryphon, 8pm.
l Tues 20th Dec: Gloucester Road Christmas Crawl, start Drapers Arms
6.30pm, then Royal Oak, Annexe, Golden Lion and more, ending at
Prince of Wales. Contact on day Pete Bridle on 07973 201307.
l Wed 28th Dec: Clifton/Cotham Crawl, from 3pm, start Brewhouse &
Kitchen. Contact on day Martin Gray, 07971 004257.
l Wed 4th Jan: Explorer Trip – North Bristol, South Glos & Chipping
Sodbury, depart Cornubia 6.45pm.
l Sun 8th Jan: Stokes Croft Stagger – a wander through the pubs
around Stokes Croft, start 12 noon at the Canteen in Hamilton House
(offering Sunday lunch), aiming to leave there by 1pm. Contact on the
day Bob Gibson (07452 951704).
l Tues 10th Jan: Box Steam Brewery visit – depart Cornubia 6.30pm.
l Wed 11th Jan: Committee Meeting, Gryphon, 8pm.
l Tues 17th Jan: Explorer Trip – Mendips area – depart Cornubia
6.45pm.
l Sat 21st Jan: Explorer Trip – Weston-super-Mare by train – depart
Temple Meads 1.25pm.
l Wed 25th Jan: Branch Meeting, Dark Horse, Redfield, 8pm.
l Wed 1st Feb: Explorer Trip – East Bristol, Keynsham & Saltford –
depart Cornubia 6.45pm.
l Sun 5th Feb: Bristol Beer Festival Tickets Sales – Commercial
Rooms, 12-2pm.
l Wed 8th Feb: Committee Meeting, Gryphon, 8pm.
l Wed 15th Feb: Joint Explorer and POTY Trip – Across City North –
depart Cornubia 6.45pm.
l Sat 18th Feb: BADRAG Rare Ales Winter Fest – The Old Bank, High
Street, Keynsham, open 10am-1am.
l Wed 22nd Feb: Branch Meeting, the Drawbridge, St Augustine’s
Parade (next to Hippodrome), 8pm.
l Tues 28th Feb: Explorer Trip – Across City South – depart Cornubia
6.45pm.
l Sun 5th March: GBG 2018 Selection Meeting – Famous Royal Navy
Volunteer, 12-5pm.
Please check our website (www.camrabristol.org.uk) or sign up
to our yahoo group for the latest information and more details on any of
the above events, as sometimes events can change after press date – or
email Andy Gray at camrasocials@btinternet.com for the latest
information. Please note that any coach and brewery trips must be
booked in advance, either by email, or in person at a branch meeting.
If you would like to receive no-obligation details of forthcoming
Bristol & District branch events, simply go to the branch website
(www.camrabristol.org.uk) then click on ‘Contact Us’. This takes you
to the branch contacts page, then just click where it says ‘Click here
to join our email news list’. It’s as easy as that.

Andy Gray (Social Secretary)

Bath & Borders branch
diary and contact
l Thursday 8th December, 8:30pm: A social at the newly reopened
Cross Keys in Corsley, near Frome.
l Tuesday 13th December, 8:30pm: A social at the Fox and Hounds,
Warminster.
l Thursday 22nd December, 8:30pm: A social at the Royal Oak,
Twerton, Bath.
See www.bathandborderscamra.org.uk/events for further dates.
Branch socials contact: Denis Rahilly on 01225 791399 or
07711 004501, or email denis.rahilly@talktalk.net or
socials@bathandborderscamra.org.uk.
Contact for all non-social matters: James Honey on 01373 822794
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Join CAMRA Today

Complete the Direct Debit form below and you will receive 15 months membership for the price
of 12 and a fantastic discount on your membership subscription.
Alternatively you can send a cheque payable to CAMRA Ltd with your completed form, visit www.camra.org.uk/joinus or call 01727 867201.
All forms should be addressed to the: Membership Department, CAMRA, 230 Hatfield Road, St Albans, AL1 4LW.
Your Details
Title

Surname

Single Membership

Forename(s)

Non DD

£24

£26

£29.50

£31.50

(UK & EU)

Date of Birth (dd/mm/yyyy)

Joint Membership

Address

(Partner at the same address)
For Young Member and other concessionary rates please visit
www.camra.org.uk or call 01727 867201.

Postcode
Email address

I wish to join the Campaign for Real Ale, and agree to
abide by the Memorandum and Articles of Association

Tel No(s)

I enclose a cheque for

Partner’s Details (if Joint Membership)
Title

Direct Debit

Signed

Surname

Date

Applications will be processed within 21 days

Forename(s)
Date of Birth (dd/mm/yyyy)
01/15

Email address (if different from main member)

Campaigning for Pub Goers
& Beer Drinkers

Enjoying Real Ale
& Pubs

Join CAMRA today – www.camra.org.uk/joinus
Instruction to your Bank or
Building Society to pay by Direct Debit
Please fill in the whole form using a ball point pen and send to:
Campaign for Real Ale Ltd. 230 Hatfield Road, St.Albans, Herts AL1 4LW
Name and full postal address of your Bank or Building Society Service User Number
To the Manager

9 2 6 1 2 9

Bank or Building Society

Address

FOR CAMPAIGN FOR REAL ALE LTD OFFICIAL USE ONLY

This is not part of the instruction to your Bank or Building Society
Membership Number
Postcode
Name

Name(s) of Account Holder

Postcode

Instructions to your Bank or Building Society

Bank or Building Society Account Number
Branch Sort Code

Please pay Campaign For Real Ale Limited Direct Debits from the account
detailed on this instruction subject to the safeguards assured by the Direct Debit
Guarantee. I understand that this instruction may remain with Campaign For Real
Ale Limited and, if so will be passed electronically to my Bank/Building Society.

Signature(s)

Reference
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Date

Banks and Building Societies may not accept Direct Debit Instructions for some types of account.

This Guarantee should be detached
and retained by the payer.

The Direct Debit
Guarantee

This Guarantee is offered by all banks and building
societies that accept instructions to pay by Direct
Debits.
If there are any changes to the amount, date or
frequency of your Direct Debit The Campaign for
Real Ale Ltd will notify you 10 working days in advance
of your account being debited or as otherwise agreed.
If you request The Campaign for Real Ale Ltd to collect
a payment, confirmation of the amount and date will
be given to you at the time of the request
If an error is made in the payment of your Direct
Debit by The Campaign for Real Ale Ltd or your bank
or building society, you are entitled to a full and
immediate refund of the amount paid from your bank
or building society
- If you receive a refund you are not entitled to, you
must pay it back when The Campaign For Real Ale Ltd
asks you to
You can cancel a Direct Debit at any time by simply
contacting your bank or building society.Written
confirmation may be required. Please also notify us.

